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LETTER FROM CONFERENCE HOST 

 
 
 
Dear Technology and Society Conference Delegates,  
 
Welcome to the Eighth International Conference on Technology, Knowledge, and Society.  
 
The conference and its associated journal were created to provide a transdisciplinary forum that examines the relationship between 
technology, knowledge, and its societal context. This is a forum that brings together a diverse range of researchers, teachers, and 
practitioners. It serves as a meeting point for technologists and those who may work in non-technological areas, but are 
nevertheless concerned with the social impact and import of technology. The conversations that result are informed by theory, 
empirical data, and application, and encompass a broad variety of theoretical and methodological perspectives.  
 
This year’s conference follows a string of successful meetings over the last few years, including Bilbao, Spain in 2011, Berlin in 
2010, and the University of Alabama in Huntsville, USA in 2009.   
 
In addition to the Technology Conference, Common Ground hosts conferences and publishes journals in other areas of critical 
intellectual human concern, including diversity, learning, climate change, sustainability and interdisciplinary social sciences, to name 
several. Our aim is to create new forms of knowledge community, where people meet in person and also remain connected virtually, 
making the most of the potentials for access using digital media. Conference presenters have the option to publish their papers into 
the fully peer-reviewed, print plus electronic journal, The International Journal of Technology, Knowledge and Society. We are 
committed to creating a more accessible, open and reliable peer review process. Alongside opportunities for well-known academics, 
we are creating new publication openings for academics from developing countries, for emerging scholars and for researchers from 
institutions that have been historically teaching-focused. We would also like to invite conference participants to develop publishing 
proposals for original works in our Technology and Society Book Series, or for edited collections of papers drawn from the journal 
which address an identified theme. Finally, please join our online conversations by subscribing to our monthly email newsletter, and 
subscribe to our Facebook, RSS, or Twitter feeds at http://techandsoc.com/.  
 
Thank you to everyone who has put such a phenomenal amount of work into preparing for this conference. I would particularly like 
to thank the University of California, Los Angeles, and my Common Ground Colleagues, including Monica Burgos-Hillison, Jamie 
Burns, Tamsyn Gilbert, Emily Kasak, and Abigail Manekin, as well as our counterparts in Common Ground Spain, Karim Gherab-
Martín, Raquel Jimenez, and Ana Quintana. We wish you all the best for this conference, and hope it will provide you every 
opportunity for dialogue with colleagues from around the corner and around the world.  
 
Yours Sincerely,  
 
Phillip Kalantzis-Cope 
 
 
Director, Common Ground Publishing  
PhD Candidate, The New School for Social Research 
New York City, USA 
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DAILY SCHEDULE 

MONDAY, 16 JANUARY 

8:00-9:00 Conference Registration Desk Open 

9:00-9:30 Conference Opening – Phillip Kalantzis-Cope, Common Ground Publishing, USA 

9:30-10:05 Plenary Session – Henry Jenkins, University of Southern California, California, USA 

10:05-10:35 Plenary Session – Christiane Paul, The New School, New York, USA 

10:40-11:00 Break 

11:00-11:45 Talking Circles 

11:50-12:55 Parallel Sessions 

12:55-13:55 Lunch and Garden Conversation, featuring Henry Jenkins and Christiane Paul 

14:00-15:30 Parallel Sessions 

15:30-15:50 Break 

15:50-17:20 Parallel Sessions 

17:30-19:00 Welcome Reception and Book Launch for “Uprising: The Internet’s Unintended Consequences”  

TUESDAY, 17 JANUARY 

9:00-9:35 Plenary Session – Marcus Breen, Bond University, Queensland, Australia 

9:35-10:10 Plenary Session – Veronica Sanz, University of California, Berkeley, California, USA 

10:10-10:30 Break 

10:30-12:00 Parallel Sessions 

12:00-13:00 Lunch and Garden Session, featuring Marcus Breen and Veronica Sanz 

13:00-14:30 Parallel Sessions 

14:30-14:50 Break 

14:50-15:55 Parallel Sessions 

16:00 End of Day 

WEDNESDAY, 18 JANUARY 

9:00-9:35 Plenary Session – Victoria Vesna, University of California, Los Angeles, USA 

9:35-9:55 Break 

9:55-11:00 Parallel Sessions 

11:00-11:20 Break 

11:20-12:25 Parallel Sessions 

12:25-13:25 Lunch and Garden Session, Featuring Victoria Vesna 

13:25-14:05 Talking Circles 

14:10-15:40 Parallel Sessions 

15:45-16:15 Closing Session – Phillip Kalantzis-Cope, Common Ground Publishing, USA 
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2012 CONFERENCE PLENARY SPEAKERS  
 
MARCUS BREEN 
Marcus Breen is an Associate Dean and Head of the School of Communications and Media at Bond University, Queensland, 
Australia. He has worked as a researcher, an academic, a consultant and a journalist. He moved from Melbourne, Australia where 
he was teaching at The University of Melbourne, to teach in the Department of Communication Studies at the University of North 
Carolina at Chapel Hill in 1996. Since then, he has also taught in the Department of Communication Studies at Northeastern 
University, Boston. His academic specialization is political economy and policy in the Information and Communication Technology 
industries. 
 
Dr. Breen’s work background includes consulting and advisory experience with Gartner, Multimedia Victoria -State Government of 
Victoria, Austrade – Federal Government of Australia, Center for International Research on Communication and Information 
Technologies and numerous clients. As a journalist he worked for Billboard, The Hollywood Reporter, The Australian Broadcasting 
Corporation, Music Business International, News Corporation. His most recent book is Uprising: The Internet’s Unintended 
Consequences, Common Ground Publishing (2011) 
 

HENRY JENKINS 
Henry Jenkins is Provost’s Professor of Communication, Journalism, and Cinematic Arts at the University of Southern California. He 
has written and edited more than a dozen books on media and popular culture, including Convergence Culture: Where Old and New 
Media Collide (2006). His other published works reflect the wide range of his research interests, touching on democracy and new 
media, the “wow factor” of popular culture, science-fiction fan communities, and the early history of film comedy. As one of the first 
media scholars to chart the changing role of the audience in an environment of increasingly pervasive digital content, Jenkins has 
been at the forefront of understanding the effects of participatory media on society, politics, and culture. His research gives key 
insights to the success of social-networking Web sites, networked computer games, online fan communities, and other advocacy 
organizations, as well as emerging news media outlets. Prior to joining USC, Jenkins spent nearly two decades at the 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology as the Peter de Florez Professor in the Humanities. While there, he directed MIT’s 
Comparative Media Studies graduate degree program from 1999-2009, setting an innovative research agenda during a time of 
fundamental change in communication, journalism, and entertainment. 
 

CHRISTIANE PAUL 
Christiane Paul is the Director of Media Studies Graduate Programs and Associate Prof. of Media Studies at The New School, NY, 
and Adjunct Curator of New Media Arts at the Whitney Museum of American Art. She has written extensively on new media arts and 
lectured internationally on art and technology. Her recent books are Context Providers – Conditions of Meaning in Media Arts 
(Intellect, 2011), co-edited with Margot Lovejoy and Victoria Vesna; New Media in the White Cube and Beyond (UC Press, 2008); 
and Digital Art (Thames and Hudson 2003; expanded new edition 2008). At the Whitney Museum, she curated the shows “Cory 
Arcangel: Pro Tools” (May 2011), “Profiling” (2007), and “Data Dynamics” (2001); the net art selection for the 2002 Whitney Biennial; 
the online exhibition “CODeDOC” (2002) for artport, the Whitney Museum’s online portal to Internet art for which she is responsible; 
as well as “Follow Through” by Scott Paterson and Jennifer Crowe (2005). Other recent curatorial work includes “Eduardo Kac: 
Biotopes, Lagoglyphs and Transgenic Works” (Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, 2010); Biennale Quadrilaterale (Rijeka, Croatia, 2009-10); 
“Feedforward – The Angel of History” (co-curated with Steve Dietz; Laboral Center for Art and Industrial Creation, Gijon, Asturias, 
Spain, 2009-2010) and INDAF Digital Art Festival (Incheon, Korea, Aug. 2009). Dr. Paul haspreviously taught in the MFA computer 
arts department at the School of Visual Arts in New York (1999-2008); the Digital+Media Department of the Rhode Island School of 
Design (2005-08); the San Francisco Art Institute and the Center of New Media at the University of California at Berkeley (2008). 
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VERONICA SANZ 
Veronica Sanz is Postdoctoral Researcher at the Science, Technology, and Society Center (STSC) in the University of California, 
Berkeley and is jointly affiliated with Beatrice Bain Research Group (BBRG) in the Department of Gender and Women’s Studies. 
She got her Ph.D. in Philosophy at the University Complutense of Madrid (Spain) with a dissertation titled “Contextual Values in 
Science and Technology: the case of Computer Technologies”. During the past years she has been Assistant Researcher at the 
Department of Science, Technology and Society in the Spanish National Council of Scientific Research (CSIC), Fellow Researcher 
at the Institute of Advances Studies on Science, Technology and Society (IAS-STS) in Graz (Austria), and Visiting Graduate Student 
at the European Centre for Soft Computing in Mieres (Asturias), Spain. Her research work is rooted in the fields of Philosophy of 
Technology, Science and Technology Studies (STS) and Gender Studies of Technology, particularly focusing on Computing 
Technologies and new paradigms in Artificial Intelligence. 
 
VICTORIA VESNA 
Victoria Vesna is a media artist and Professor at the UCLA Department of Design | Media Arts and Director of the Art|Sci center at 
the School of the Arts and California Nanosystems Institute (CNSI). She is currently a Visiting Professor and Director of Research at 
Parsons Art, Media + Technology, the New School for Design in New York and a senior researcher at IMéRA – Institut 
Méditerranéen de Recherches Avancées in Marseille, France and Artist in Residence at the Institute of Advanced Studies, 
University of Bristol. Her work can be defined as experimental creative research that resides between disciplines and technologies. 
With her installations she explores how communication technologies affect collective behavior and how perceptions of identity shift 
in relation to scientific innovation. Victoria has exhibited her work in over twenty solo exhibitions, more than seventy group shows, 
has been published in excess of twenty papers and gave 100+ invited talks in the last decade. She is the North American editor of 
AI & Society and in 2007 published an edited volume – Database Aesthetics: Art in the age of Information Overflow, Minnesota 
Press. In Press is Context Providers: Conditions of Meaning in Media Arts. Edited with Christiane Paul and Margot Lovejoy. Intellect 
Press, 2011. 
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PLENARY SESSIONS AND GARDEN SESSIONS 

 
Monday, 16 January 

 
Henry Jenkins, University of Southern California, Los Angeles, USA 
Plenary Session: 9:30-10:05 
Garden Session: 12:55-13:55 (Lunch) 
 
Christiane Paul, The New School, New York City, USA 
Plenary Session: 10:05-10:40 
Garden Session: 12:55-13:55 (Lunch) 
 

Tuesday, 17 January 
 

Marcus Breen, Bond University, Queensland, Australia 
Plenary Session: 9:00-9:35 
Garden Session: 12:00-13:00 (Lunch) 
 
Veronica Sanz, University of California, Berkeley, USA 
Plenary Session: 9:35-10:10 
Garden Session: 12:00-13:00 (Lunch) 
 

Wednesday, 18 January 
 

Victoria Vesna, University of California, Los Angeles, USA 
Plenary Session: 9:00-9:35 
Garden Session: 12:25-13:25 (Lunch) 
 
 
 
 

FEATURED PARALLEL SESSION 

 
Publishing Your Paper or Book with Common Ground  
Tuesday, 17 January – 14:50 
Wednesday, 18 January – 11:20 
 
Jamie Burns, Commissioning Editor, Common Ground Publishing 
 
Description: In this session the Commissioning Editor of The International Journal of Technology, Knowledge and Society and the 
Technology and Society Book Series will present an overview of Common Ground’s publishing philosophy and practices. She will 
also offer tips for turning conference papers into journal articles, present an overview of journal publishing procedures, introduce the 
Technology and Society Book Series, and provide information on Common Ground’s book proposal submission process. Please 
feel free to bring questions—the second half of the session will be devoted to Q & A.   
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GRADUATE SCHOLARS 

Graduate scholars contribute to the flow and overall success of the conference. Their key responsibilities include chairing the 
parallel sessions, keeping the conference on schedule, providing audio-visual technical assistance and assisting with the 
registration process. 
 

We would like to thank the following Graduate Scholars who participated in the 2012 Technology Conference 
 
Iqbal Abdul Qadir Al Balushi is a second year SLAT student in fall 2011. He holds an M.A in TESOL from The Ohio State 
University. He has been an English language teacher for seven years. He served as an English Language Inspector (supervisor) for 
public and private schools for a decade. He also worked as a senior lecturer in a College of Education and Applied Sciences prior to 
joining the PhD program in SLAT. His research interests include teacher training, critical discourse studies, language pedagogy and 
use, linguistic landscaping and using technology to teach other languages.  

John Branstetter is a political theorist and PhD student at the University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA). He holds a Master’s 
degree from the University of Edinburgh, and spent the 2010-11 academic year at the Institut d’Etudes Politiques in Bordeaux 
studying the political theory of Empire. More recently, his research has focused on the relationship between technology, rationality, 
and democracy as expressed in the work of the Frankfurt school. He is interested in bringing together empirical data about the 
contemporary practice of politics on the internet with some of the major theories of democratic legitimacy. 

Nadia A. Charania pursued a Masters of Environmental Studies at the University of Waterloo after graduating with a Bachelor’s 
degree in Life Sciences and Respiratory Therapy from Queen’s University. Her thesis focused on pandem ic planning in remote and 
isolated First Nation communities of sub-arctic Ontario, Canada. As a PhD Candidate and Vanier Canada Graduate Scholar, her 
research will focus on developing a collaborative health informatics system to improve the level of inter-agency collaborative 
practice and health information sharing during public health emergencies. In general, she is interested in emergency disease 
management, communicable disease control, and inhalational toxicology. 

Jane Crayton is currently seeking a master’s degree in Art Education at the University of New Mexico where she also serves as an 
educational researcher and technology developer at the ARTSLab, an advanced immersive digital media lab. Additionally, she 
serves as faculty in the STEM program at the University of Colorado at Boulder for Science Discovery where she teaches classes 
for youth summer and afterschool programs. Jane is also a perform at galleries, museums, festivals, and private events. Research 
interests include technology ethics and etiquette, and arts education.  

Kelly McFall is a PhD student in the College of Technology at Purdue University. She is currently in her third year of studies, and is 
focusing her research on Alternative Energy. She is the 2010 recipient of the Epsilon Pi Tau Scholarship award at ATMAE, and has 
presented a Poster and Research presentation at the 2009 and 2010 ATMAE conventions. She has also presented posters at The 
China-US Symposium on Biofuels in September 2011 and the Frontiers in Bioenergy Symposium in May 2011 at Purdue University. 
She is the Instructor of Record for Engineering Analysis for Industrial Decisions at Purdue University where she works as a 
Graduate Teaching Assistant. She also works as Adjunct Faculty for Ivy Tech Community College in Lafayette, IN, where she was 
nominated for Adjunct Faculty of the Year for 2008, 209, and 2010. She is co-author along with Dr. Chad Laux and Dr. Kathy 
Newton on Creating Authentic Laboratory Experiences for Lean Manufacturing, which was presented at the ASEE convention in 
February, 2011. She also co-authored a National Science Foundation TUES proposal which is currently under consideration.  

McClees Stephens 
McClees is a current MS student in Information and Communication Technologies for Development at the University of Colorado. 
She has an undergraduate degree in Environmental Design and has taken courses in Copenhagen, Buenos Aires, Boston & Los 
Angeles. She has also worked extensively on development projects (EWB, NapoNET) in South America. Currently, McClees is also 
working with Iota Partners, LLC a new venture by the creators of Sapient Corp.’s E-lab (now Experience Modeling group), which 
challenges the perception of small-data, big-data and sensor technology to produce drivers of society. 
 
Renalyn J. Valdez is the Chair of the Mass Communication, Journalism, and Multimedia Arts Department of Lyceum of the 
Philippines University in Intramuros, Manila. She is presently enrolled in Ph.D. in Communication at the University of the Philippines, 
Diliman, Quezon City; completed her Master’s Degree in Communication Arts from Ateneo de Manila University; and graduated 
Cum Laude from Far Eastern University with an AB Mass Communication degree in 1998. She was a member of the Board of 
Trustees of the Philippine Association of Communication Educators (PACE) from 2008- 2010. She is at present a member of the 
Board of Trustees of Asian Congress for Media and Communication (ACMC). Ms. Valdez has presented papers in a number of local 
and international conferences. Some of her research interests are in information communication technology, civic journalism, 
Filipino culture, cross- cultural communication, and social development. She has taught in De La Salle- College of Saint Benilde, Far 
Eastern University, FEU- East Asia College of Information Technology, and Pamantasan Lungsod ng Maynila. 
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INTERNATIONAL ADVISORY BOARD 

 Marcus Breen, Northeastern University, Boston, USA. 

 G.K. Chadha, Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Dehli, India. 

 Simon Cooper, Monash University, Australia. 

 Bill Cope, University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign, USA, Common Ground. 

 Phillip Kalantzis-Cope, The New School for Social Research, New York, USA. 

 Bill Dutton, University of Oxford, Oxford, United Kingdom. 

 Amareswar Galla, Executive Director, International Institute for the Inclusive Museum, Paris, Chicago, Sydney and 
Hyderabad. 

 David Hakken, Indiana University, Bloomington, USA. 

 Rom Harré, Georgetown University, Washington, D.C., USA; London School of Economics, London, UK. 

 Mary Kalantzis, University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign. 

 Michele Knobel, Montclair State University, Montclair, USA. 

 Karim Gherab Martín, University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign, USA. 

 Jeannette Shaffer, Edtech Leaders, Virginia, USA. 

 Ravi S. Sharma, Nanyang Technological University, Singapore. 

 Robin Stanton, The Australian National University, Canberra, Australia. 

 Alfonso Unceta, Universidad del País Vasco, Bilbao, Spain. 

 Telle Whitney, Anita Borg Institute for Women and Technology, Palo Alto, USA. 

CONFERENCE SECRETARIAT 
 

 Monica Burgos-Hillison 

 Jamie Burns 

 Tamsyn Gilbert  

 Raquel Jimenez  

 Emily Kasak 

 Abigail Manekin 
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PROGRAM 

Monday, 16 January 

8:00-9:00 CONFERENCE REGISTRATION OPEN 

9:00-9:30 CONFERENCE OPENING – Phillip Kalantzis-Cope, Common Ground Publishing, USA 

9:30-10:05 PLENARY SESSION – Henry Jenkins, Annenberg School for Communication and Journalism, University of 
Southern California, Los Angeles, USA  

10:05-10:40 PLENARY SESSION – Christiane Paul, The New School, New York City, USA 

“Knowledge Production in the 2.0 Era” 

10:40-11:00 BREAK 

11:00-11:45 TALKING CIRCLES (Streams listed below)   

Room 1 STREAM: Human Technologies and Usability 

Room 2 STREAM: Technology in Community 

Room 3 STREAM: Technology in Education 

Room 4 STREAM: Knowledge and Technology 

11:50-12:55 PARALLEL SESSIONS 

Room 1 

 

TECHNOLOGICAL INTEGRATION IN HEALTHCARE AND SOCIETY 
 
A Study of Experiential Technology and Scientific Technology: A Comparison of Traditional Chinese 
Medicine and Western Medicine 
Dr. Song Tian, Institute for History and Philosophy of Science College of Philosophy and Sociology, Beijing Normal 
University, Beijing, China 

Overview: Taking traditional Chinese and Western medicine as one example, this paper classified technology by 
originations as experiential and scientific and analyzed their differences on tools, skills, and correspondent 
civilization patterns. Stream: Technology in Community 

 

The Devil’s Advocate: Privacy with the Electronic Health Records: Who’s Job Is It to Protect Health 
Information? 

Dr. John Silver, College of Allied Health and Nursing, NOVA Southeastern University, Ft. Lauderdale, USA 

Overview: With the increased utilization of electronic health records (EHR), security concerns abound. Who’s job is it 
to protect the EHR information, and what consequences are there for violations? Stream: Technology in Community 

 

The Role of Social Media Networks as Mobilising Tools in North African Countries: The Case of Libya and 
Egypt 
Sibongile Amerange Sindane, Communication Science, University of South Africa, Pretoria, South Africa 
Overview: This is a critical analysis of the role of social media networks as mobilising tools in North African 
countries. The cases of Libya and Egypt are discussed. Stream: Human Technologies and Usability 

Room 2 HUMAN TECHNOLOGIES / EDUCATION 
 
The Future of Organizational Design: A Forecasting Study 
Dr. Leyla Yildiz, Department of Business Administration Faculty of Economics and Administrative Sciences, Marmara 

University, Istanbul, Turkey 
Overview: The main purpose of this study is to anticipate the future of organizational design based on expert predictions 
about changes in the dimensions of organizational design over the next decade. Stream: Human Technologies and 
Usability 

 

User Centered Design and Development of a Game for Exercise in Older Adults 

Rachel Proffitt, Institute for Creative Technologies Division of Occupational Science and Occupational Therapy Hermon 
Ostrow School of Dentistry, Los Angeles, Belinda Lange, Institute for Creative Technologies, University of Southern 

California, Playa Vista, USA 

Overview: An exploration of the iterative user testing process in the design and development of a game for exercise for 
older adults. Stream: Human Technologies and Usability 

 

Technology-centred Teaching Methods to Introduce Programming and Robotic Concepts 

Gordana Collier, Dr. Olga Duran, Prof. Andrzej Ordys, School of Mechanical and Automotive Engineering SEC Faculty, 
Kingston University, London, UK 

Overview: Developing and implementing novel technology-centred teaching methods, innovative materials and learning 
strategies in order to improve undergraduate learning of Electronic, Mechanical and Programming concepts. Stream: 

Technology in Education 
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11:50-12:55 MONDAY PARALLEL SESSIONS 

Room 3 BECOMING THE VOICE IN THEIR HEADS:  

THE INFLUENCE OF ORAL RESPONSE ON PERCEIVED TEACHER CARING 

 

Joyce P. Johnston, English Department College of Humanities and Social Sciences, George 
Mason University, Manassas, USA 

Overview: Learn to use simple software to evaluate student writing so you can reinforce 
assignment goals, facilitate meaningful revision and, above all, increase both student 
satisfaction and student learning. Stream: Technology in Education 

Room 4 INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY AND CLASSROOM IMPACTS (I) 

 

Is Mobile Technology in the Classroom a Helpful Tool or a Distraction? A Report of 
University Students' Attitudes and Usage Practices 

Dr. Lorraine Jackson, Communication Studies Department, San Luis Obispo, USA 

Overview: This study describes university students' attitudes towards mobile technology use in 
the classroom. How students report using technology, including perceived benefits and 
drawbacks, are discussed. Stream: Technology in Education 

 

Planning for a Digital Future 

Laura Pedrick, Academic Affairs, Tanya Joosten, Learning Technology Center, University of 
Wisconsin, Milwaukee, USA 

Overview: Emerging technologies are changing the landscape of higher education. This 
highlights the University of Wisconsin’s yearlong planning process, focusing on digitization in 
student learning and teaching, research, and university operations. Stream: Technology in 
Education 

 

Smart Sensory: Utilising Animation in the Enhancement of Motor Skills in Young Children 
using Smart Technology 

Andrew Selby, School of the Arts, English and Drama, Loughborough University, 
Loughborough, UK 

Overview: This paper examines the implementation and adoption of custom created animated 
interfaces to enhance childhood motor skills using smart technology. Stream: Technology in 
Education 

12:55-13:55 LUNCH and Garden Conversation, featuring Henry Jenkins and Christiane Paul 

14:00-15:30 PARALLEL SESSIONS 

Room 1 THE VARIOUS APPLICATIONS OF COLLABORATIVE GEOMATICS SYSTEMS: 

AN INTERACTIVE, WEB-BASED MAPPING TOOL - IN REMOTE AND ISOLATED FIRST 
NATION COMMUNITIES IN SUB-ARCTIC ONTARIO, CANADA 

 

Dr. Daniel D. McCarthy, Department of Environment and Resource Studies Social Innovation 
Generation, Holly L. Gardner Youden, Christine D. Barbeau, Nadia A. Charania, Andrea D. 
Isogai, Department of Environment and Resource Studies, University of Waterloo, Waterloo, 
Ruby Edwards-Wheesk, Celine Sutherland, Staff, Attawapiskat Health Services, Attawapiskat, 
T. Autumn Sutherland, Peetabeck Academy, Fort Albany, Dr. Donald Cowan, David R. 
Cheriton School of Computer Science, Dr. Leonard J. S. Tsuji, Department of Environment and 
Resource Studies, University of Waterloo, Waterloo, Canada 

Overview: Systems embodying a participatory, community-based approach and having multiple 
capabilities, have the potential to be introduced in remote and isolated First Nation communities 
for various applications. 

Stream: Technology in Community 
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14:00-15:30 MONDAY PARALLEL SESSIONS 

Room 2 INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY AND CLASSROOM IMPACTS (II) 

 

Will the Geeks inherit the newsroom? Reflections on why journalists should learn computer science 

Skye Doherty, School of Journalism and Communication, University of Queensland, Brisbane, Australia 

Overview: How developing procedural literacies alongside narrative literacies might lead to a better 
understanding of how newsroom structures might change in order to produce new forms of storytelling. 

Stream: Technology in Education 

 

An Open Source Hardware and Software Platform for Interdisciplinary Design: Electronics, 
Interfacing and Programming for the Designer 

Dr. Philip Breedon, Leslie Arthur, School of Architecture, Design and the Built Environment, Nottingham 
Trent University, Nottingham, UK 

Overview: Integration of the appropriate pedagogic methods for incorporating technology based disciplines 
within the design curriculum. Stream: Technology in Education 

 

Smart Use of Technology in Mathematics 

Dr. Sandra Fital-Akelbek, Ogden, Dr Mahmud Akelbek, Department of Mathematics, Weber State 
University, USA 

Overview: In this talk we discuss pros and cons of using technology in math classes. We also present 
methods and techniques that can be used in delivering online math courses. Stream: Technology in 
Education 

 

Conceptual versus Computational Formulae in Calculus and Statistics Courses 

William Rybolt, George Recck, Math/Science, Babson College, Wellesley, USA 

Overview: Introductory quantitative courses expose students to computational formulae for the slope and 
intercept of a linear approximation to a set of data when such formulae no longer serve any purpose. 

Stream: Technology in Education 

Room 3 KNOWLEDGE AND TECHNOLOGY: EPISTOMOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVES (I) 

 

The Implications of Personalized Internet Search Tools to Internet Theories of Global Civil Society 

Dr. Jonathan Liljeblad, Pomona College, Los Angeles, USA 

Overview: This paper discusses the implications of personalized Internet search results to theories of global 
civil society. Stream: Knowledge and Technology 

 

Technology and the Contextual Vacuum: How Access to Information Does Not Guarantee 
Knowledge 

Dr. Dave Cassady, Department of Media Arts, Pacific University, Lynda Irons, Pacific University Library, 
Forest Grove, USA 

Overview: While the Internet makes information readily available the context (prior information) is needed to 
fully understand that information. Stream: Knowledge and Technology 

 

Digitizing Darwin in a Democracy: The Problem of Embedded Human Will, Technoevoltion, and 
Social Justice 

Shane Epting, Philosophy, University of North Texas, Denton, USA 

Overview: Humans use technology to evolve. Technologies have embedded human wills. Human wills have 
ethical notions embedded, and this causes problems for social justice. Stream: Human Technologies and 
Usability 

 

My Metaphysical Facebook: Ontology and Identity in Cyberspace 

Joseph Savage, Department of Philosophy, Kansas State University, Manhattan, USA 

Overview: Many cases illustrate the blurred line between cyberspace and real space. Can metaphysics tell 
a coherent story of the Self for the 21st century? Stream: Technology in Community 
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14:00-15:30 MONDAY PARALLEL SESSIONS 

Room 4 ART IN THE AGE OF HIGH SECURITY 

 
Prof. Jenny Vogel, Studio Art College of Visual Arts and Design, Dr. David Schwarz, Compositions 
Studies College of Music, Prof. David Stout, Composition Studies and iARTA College of Music, The 
University of North Texas, Denton, Prof. Shane Mecklenburger, Studio Art College of Visual Arts and 
Design, University of North Texas, Prof. Angel Cabrales, Art History College of Visual Arts and Design, 
The University of North Texas, Dallas, USA 
Overview: Members from the Initiative for Advanced Research in Technology and the Arts (iARTA), a 
recently formed University of North Texas research cluster, discuss concepts of art and technology. 
Stream: Knowledge and Technology 

15:30-15:50 BREAK 

15:50-17:20 PARALLEL SESSIONS 

Room 1 TECHNOLOGICAL ADVANCES AND ECONOMIC IMPACT ACROSS CULTURES 

 

The Causal Relationship between Research and Development Expenditures and Economic 
Growth: An Analysis of Turkey 

Sevilay Küçüksakarya, Department of Economics at Economics and Administrative Sciences Faculty, 
Anadolu University, Eskişehir, Turkey 

Overview: This study investigates the relationship between research and development expenditures and 
growth in Turkey by using a vector error correction model. Stream: Knowledge and Technology 

 

Benefit-cost Analysis of Offshoring 

Danny Ho, NFA Estimation Inc., Richmond Hill, Canada 

Overview: This presentation studies the tangible and non-tangible cost-benefit of offshoring based on 
practical experience, and discusses the impact on the IT profession and society. Stream: Technology in 
Community 

 

The Effects of Open and Distance Education on Economic Development: An Ardl Model Study of 
the Turkish Economy 

Dr. Ceyda Özsoy, Department of Economics at Economics and Administrative Sciences Faculty, 
Anadolu University, Eskişehir, Turkey 

Overview: This paper examines the short and long run effects of open and distance education on 
economic development in Turkey via the ARDL model. Stream: Technology in Education 

 

An Evaluation of the Effect of Tri-networks Integration Technology in China 

Yi-xi Zhu, Research Center for Industrial Organization, Southeast University, Nan-jing, China 

Overview: This estimates the causal effect of tri-networks integration technology by using related socio-
economic data from 12 cities, based on the difference in differences model. Stream: Technology in 
Community 
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15:50-17:20 MONDAY PARALLEL SESSIONS 

Room 2 SOCIAL CHANGE THROUGH TECHNOLOGY AND MEDIA 

 

Social Movement Theory and Technological Change 

Dr. Sky Croeser, Internet Studies, Curtin University, Perth, Australia 

Overview: Social movement theory sees communications technologies as external factors 
shaping activism; a case study of the digital liberties movement in Bangalore suggests 
revisions to this approach. Stream: Technology in Community 

 

The Role of the Social Media in the Arab Revolutions 

Iqbal Abdul Qadir Al Balushi, Second Language Acquisition and Teaching, University of 
Arizona, Tucson, USA 

Overview: The key role that the social media played in toppling some Arab regimes in the 
spring of 2011 revolutions in the Arab world Stream: Technology in Community 

 

Information and Communcations Technologies as Liberator: Marcuse, Habermas, and 
Foucault on ICTs and Democracy 

John Branstetter, Department of Political Science, University of California, Los Angeles, 
Los Angeles, USA 

Overview: This paper evaluates whether ICTs are capable of delivering social liberation. I 
evaluate this premise through the thought of Marcuse, Habermas, and Foucault. Stream: 
Technology in Community 

 

Social Media and Social Hatred: Exploring the Online Extremist Community and the 
Use of Twitter 

Emmett Gillen, Institute for Public Safety and Justice, University of the District of Columbia, 
Washington, USA 

Overview: Social Media has transformed the way extremist speech is digitally distributed and 
consumed. The content is largely the same, but the way it is shared has changed. Stream: 
Knowledge and Technology 

Room 3 ECONOMIC EFFECTS AND IMPACTS 

 

A Political Economy of Hardware: The Implications of Physical Resource Ownership for the 
Networked Information Economy 

Rachel O'Dwyer, Centre for Telecommunications Research Department of Engineering, Prof. 
Linda Doyle, Centre for Telecommunications Research (CTVR), Trinity College Dublin, Dublin, 

Ireland 

Overview: How are non-proprietary economies of information and culture constrained or enabled 
by ownership models at the physical layer of a communications network? Stream: Technology in 

Community 

 

Open Market and Open Knowledge in E-commerce: Contradictions or Complementaries 

Pranita Kanadkhedkar, Electronics & Telecommunication, M.G.M.’s College of Engineering, 

Affiliated to S.R.T.M.University, Nanded, Nanded, India 

Overview: This paper discuss mainly how open market and open knowledge of e-commerce is 
beneficial towards society and what are the threats it is facing for. Stream: Technology in 

Community 
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15:50-17:30 MONDAY SPANISH LANGUAGE PARALLEL SESSIONS 

 15:50-16:20 16:25-16:55 17:00-17:30 

Room 4 Islas Improbables en un Mar de 
Información: El Espacio en la 
Epoca de la Globalización 
Dr Pau Pedragosa, 
Departamento de Composición 
Arquitectónica Sección de 
Composición, Escola Tècnica 
Superior d'Arquitectura de 
Barcelona. Universitat Politècnica 
de Catalunya, Barcelona, Spain 
Overview: Mediante la teoria de la 
información y la fenomenología 
interpreto el espacio en la época 
de la globalización como la 
construcción tecnológica de 
mundos de la vida plurales. 
Stream: Conocimiento y 
tecnologia 

Gestión del Conocimiento en la 
Era del Cloud Computing 
Javier De la Hoz Freyle, Luis 
Carlos Gómez Flórez, Escuela de 
Ingeniería de Sistemas e 
Informática, Universidad Industrial 
de Santander, Bucaramanga, 
Colombia 
Overview: Como aprovechar las 
herramientas ofrecidas por Cloud 
Computing para aumentar las 
ventajas competitivas de las 
organizaciones a través de la 
Gestión del Conocimiento 
Stream: Tecnologias en 
comunidad 

El Uso de captura de 
movimiento corporal para el 
análisis de discapacidades en 
miembros superior o inferior: 
Caso de uso Hemipléjia 
M. en C. Abraham Briseño, 
Ingeniería en Informática, 
Universidad Politécnica de 
Sinaloa, Mazatlán, Dr. Omar A. 
Domínguez Ramírez, Instituto de 
ciencias básicas e ingeniería, 
Centro de Investigación en 
Tecnologías de Información y 
Sistemas, Pachuca de Soto, M. en 
C. Ismaylia Saucedo, Ingeniería 
Informática, Univesidad 
Politécnica de Sinaloa, Mazatlán, 
Mexico 
Overview: El uso de la tecnología 
de captura de movimiento 
mediante cámaras, aplicado en el 
análisis de discapacidades, para 
generar información preliminar 
para la rehabilitación. 
Stream: Tecnologias humanas y 
usabilidad 
 

 

17:30-19:30 WELCOME RECEPTION AND BOOK LAUNCH FOR "Uprising: The Internet's Unintended 
Consequences" 
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TUESDAY, 17 JANUARY 

8:30-9:00 CONFERENCE REGISTRATION DESK OPEN 

9:00-9:35 PLENARY SESSION – Marcus Breen, Bond University, Queensland, Australia  

"Predator Drones and the End of the Internet" 

9:35-10:10 PLENARY SESSION – Veronica Sanz, University of California, Berkeley, USA  

"Computing Technologies and the Other Fifty Percent" 

10:10-10:30 BREAK 

10:30-12:00 PARALLEL SESSIONS 

Room 1 INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY AND CLASSROOM IMPACTS (III) 
 
Examining Cyber Bullying Factors among Adolescents: A Grounded Theory Approach 

Hanif Suhairi Abu Bakar, Centre of Communication Skills and Entrepreneurship, University Malaysia Perlis, Kangar, Malaysia 

Overview: In depth discussion on a preliminary paradigm model on cyber bullying phenomenon. Stream: Human Technologies and 

Usability 

 

A Theoretical Framework on Risk-Taking Behaviours of Adolescents While Using the Internet in Australia 

Dr. Mubarak Rahamathulla, Department of Social Work and Social Planning, Flinders University, Adelaide, Australia 

Overview: The Internet presents enormous opportunities for adolescents to explore the world. They take many risks during this 
exploration process which affect their personal safety. This study explores those riky behaviours. Stream: Technology in Community 

 

The Student, Technology, and the Law: New Educational Challenges in the Digital Age  

Michael Neel, School of Education Department of Curriculum and Instruction, University of Maryland, College Park, Dr. Leslie Ennis, 
Cumberland School of Law Orleans School of Education, Samford University, Birmingham, USA 

Overview: The current massive infusion of personal technology into the hands of K-12 students pushes the limits of a foundational 
school law doctrine. Stream: Technology in Education 

 

The Dark Side of the Web: Hyperpersonalization, the Filter Bubble, and Information Fatigue 

Spencer Striker, Media Arts and Game Development, University of Wisconsin at Whitewater, Madison, USA 

Overview: Information acceleration leads to a “medium of distraction”. Meanwhile, prioritization solutions create unanticipated negat ive 
side effects. Does the new digital media skepticism offer solutions? Stream: Human Technologies and Usability 

Room 2  
ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE, EDUCATION, AND TECHNOLOGICAL INFLUENCES 

 
Teaching Creative Critical Action beyond Economy in the Art of Techno-ecology: Approaches in Integrating Technology 
Ethics with STEM Art Education 

Jane Crayton, College of Education, UNM Science Discovery, UC Boulder, University of New Mexico, University of Colorado at 
Boulder STEM-A, Boulder, USA 

Overview: This discusses creative approaches for encouraging technology ethics and innovation in students using a STEM art 
education philosophy.  Stream: Technology in Community 

 

Citizen Scientist: Democratizing Conservation with DNA Bar Coding 

Dr. Amy Lynn Fletcher, School of Social and Political Sciences, University of Canterbury, Christchurch, New Zealand 

Overview: This paper analyzes DNA bar coding within a biopolitical framework. It critiques the "digital turn" in biodiversity 
management, particularly the assumption that digitizing information will enhance efforts to save wildlife. Stream: Knowledge and 

Technology 

 

A Serious Game for Incidence Response Education and Training  

Mina Tawadrous, Bill Kapralos, Faculty of Business and IT, University of Ontario Institute of Technology, Oshawa, Sherrene Kevan, 
Enviroquest Ltd., Cambridge, Andrew Hogue, Faculty of Business and IT, University of Ontario Institute of Technology, Oshawa, 

Canada 

Overview: We describe the development of an interactive, multi-player (3D) serious game for of incidence response procedure 
education and training. Stream: Technology in Education 

 

Energy Efficiency Benchmarks for Housing: A Comparative Study of Energy Efficient Benchmark Housing Systems  

Joerg Ruegemer, Salt Lake City, Ryan E. Smith, School of Architecture, University of Utah, USA 

Overview: This paper reports on a comparative study of energy efficient benchmark housing systems and their respective capability 
and culpability to achieve net zero energy for a residential case study project. Stream: Human Technologies and Usability 
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10:30-12:00 TUESDAY PARALLEL SESSIONS 

Room 3 ONLINE MEDIA AND DIGITAL ENTERTAINMENT 

 

Chat-bot Humour: A Survey of Methodological Approaches for a Creative, New Media Project 

Michael M. Meany, School of Design, Communication and IT, University of Newcastle, Newcastle, Dr. Tom 
Clark, School of Communication and the Arts, Victoria University, Melbourne, Australia 

Overview: This paper surveys a range of methodological approaches to underpin a creative project that will 
develop a pair of online, computer-based conversational agents. Stream: Human Technologies and Usability 

 

Evolving Technologies, Global Media, and Local Audiences: The Digital Glocalization of Entertainment 

Dr. Paolo Sigismondi, Annenberg School for Communication and Journalism, University of Southern 
California, Los Angeles, USA 

Overview: The presentation analyzes the phenomenon of the “Digital Glocalization of Entertainment”: media 
crossing national and cultural borders incorporating global, glocal and local features, enriched by elements 
provided by digital technology. Stream: Technology in Community 

 

Games, Glitches, Ghosts: Giving Voice to Enchantment in the Gamic Assemblage 

Joseph Thompson, American Studies, University of Texas, Austin, USA 

Overview: I examine single-player video games through an intersection of ludology and vital materialism to give 
shape to machinic agency in game play. Stream: Knowledge and Technology 

Room 4 DIGITAL INTEGRATION AND IMPACTS IN MUSEUMS AND THE ARTS 

 

Situated Technology Praxis in U.S. Museums Today 

Susana Smith Bautista, Annenberg School of Communication and Journalism, University of Southern 
California, Los Angeles, USA 

Overview: Five case studies demonstrate the importance of a place-based context to understand how 
museums are using technology today, revealing the distinct, yet symbiotic relationship between museums’ local 
and global communities. Stream: Technology in Community 

 

Recreating a Lost Culture Using the Web 

Dr. Delyse Ryan, School of Arts and Sciences, Australian Catholic University, Brisbane, Australia 

Overview: This paper documents how drama students use the web to help them recreate theatrical 
performance styles from bygone eras. Stream: Technology in Education 

 

Art, Technology and Knowledge in the New Geopolitical Configuration 

Emerson Freire, Sociology, UNICAMP - Campinas University, Jundiaí, Brazil 

Overview: During 2010, a series of artworks in Europe reflects relationships between technology and society 
after the crisis process of 2008 and the new geopolitical configuration. Stream: Technology in Community 

 

Eternal Recurrence, Temporality, and Technology: How Contemporary Computer Art Can Learn from 
Early Modes of Representing Time 

Laurel Johannesson, Computational Media Design, Alberta College of Art and Design, University of Calgary, 
Calgary, Canada 

Overview: An exploration of how philosophies of eternal recurrence and early modes of representing time have 
impacted the moving image in projected linear and generative narratives present in contemporary interactive 
art. Stream: Knowledge and Technology 
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10:30-12:00 TUESDAY PARALLEL SESSIONS 

Room 5 INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY AND CLASSROOM IMPACTS (IV) 

 

Ten Mistakes Faculty Make in Graduate and Postgraduate Virtual Courses 

Dr. L. Hyatt, Organizational Leadership Doctoral Program, ULV, Los Angeles, Maureen E. Hakala, LAUSD, 
USA 

Overview: Faculty play a critical role in the efficacy of virtual courses including student satisfaction and 
retention. This study explores the lived experience of graduate and post-graduate students in virtual courses. 
Stream: Technology in Education 

 

Interactive Whiteboards and Mobile Technology: Digital Solutions at the Vanguard of Primary 
Education for Both Regular and Special Needs Classes 

Sarah MK Ko, Education Leadership Program Faculty of Education, McGill University, Montreal, Canada 

Overview: This presentation delves into both teacher experiences and student performance in learning through 
the interactive whiteboard and mobile solutions in the classrooms. We investigate both regular and special 
needs classes. Stream: Technology in Education 

 

21st Century Learning: How College Classroom Interaction Will Change in the Decades Ahead 

Dr. Burt Stillar, College of Business and Public Management, University of La Verne, Los Angeles, USA 

Overview: A study of significant changes in post-secondary education in the coming decades. The mind-set of 
the future student, the newest research on how modern students process information. 

Stream: Technology in Education 

12:00-13:00 LUNCH and Garden Conversations, featuring Marcus Breen and Veronica Sanz 
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13:00-14:30 TUESDAY PARALLEL SESSIONS 

Room 1 INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY AND CLASSROOM IMPACTS (V) 

 

The Gamification of University Services: Addressing Digital Students 

Leonel Diaz, Rossier School of Education Postsecondary Administration Student Affairs Master’s Program, Los 
Angeles, Dr. Kristan Venegas, Rossier School of Education Center for Higher Education Policy Analysis, 
University of Southern California, USA 

Overview: This paper will present a conceptual game application that ties university services into an interactive 
application for students and educators. Stream: Technology in Education 

 

Communication and Education: Finding the Balance amongst the 24/7 Opportunities for Students 

Dr Andrea Crampton, Faculty of Science, Dr Angela T Ragusa, School of Humaities and Social Sciences, 
Charles Sturt University, Wagga Wagga, Australia 

Overview: Demonstration of the communication load for university-level teaching to over 200 students via distance 
education to develop effective teaching strategies and manage student expectations. Stream: Technology in 
Education 

 

Development, Design and Assessment of a Web 2.0 Mind Map Software Application for Undergraduate 
Students with a Pedagogical and Epistemological Commentary 

Dr. Karen Knaus, Chemistry, Dr. Michael Tang, Civil Engineering, Hyo-Jeong Kim, Business School, University 
of Colorado Denver, Denver, USA 

Overview: Description of eLearning software developed by cognitive scientists to teach students how to use an 
application called Visual Logic Maps followed by a pedagogical and epistemological commentary. Stream: 
Technology in Education 

 

The Integration of Mac Laboratory in the AB Mass Communication and AB Journalism Programs at the 
Lyceum of the Philippines University 

Associate Professor Renalyn Valdez, Department of Mass Communication, Journalism, and Multimedia Arts, 
Lyceum of the Philippines University, Manila, Philippines 

Overview: The study evaluates the integration of the Mac Laboratory in the curricula of AB Mass Communication 
and AB Journalism Programs at the Lyceum of the Phillipines University (LPU). Stream: Technology in Education 

Room 2 TECHNOLOGICAL TOOLS IN SCIENCE AND INDUSTRY 

 

A Six Sigma Methodology for Reducing Casting Defects in Foundry Operations  

Prof. Prem Saran Satsangi, Mechanical Engineering Department, PEC University of Technology Chandrigarh, 
Chandrigarh, Sushil Kumar, Department of Mechanical Engineering, Indoglobal College of Engineering, Abhirpur, 

Mohali, Punjab, India., D.R. Prajapati, Mechanical Engg. Deptt, PEC Univ.of Technology, Chandigarh, India 

Overview: An orthogonal array, the signal-to-noise ratio, and analysis of variance criterion are used to analyze the effect 
of selected process parameters and their levels on casting defects. Stream: Knowledge and Technology 

 

A Lean Six Sigma Approach to a Biogas Supply Chain 

Kelly Riley McFall, Technology Leadership and Innovation, Purdue University, Attica, USA 

Overview: Biogas is an alternative drop-in fuel that has been utilized for centuries. Stream: Technology in Community 

 

Oil Spills: Determination of Initial Oil Spill Volumes of Oil Spills Observed on Water Surfaces  

Prof. Huseyin Murat Cekirge, Mechanical Engineering, Prince Mohammed bin Fahd University, Al Khobar, Saudi Arabia 

Overview: A methodology for determining volume of spilled oil on water surfaces is presented. Stream: Knowledge and 
Technology 

 

The Knowledge of H2O: How Water Technology Enhances Society 

Glenn Terrell, Research Group Engineering Department, Birmingham Water Works Board, Birmingham, USA 

Overview: A current Birmingham Water Works Board study evaluated different water treatment technologies with results 
that can be useful for other regions and beneficial for the global community. Stream: Knowledge and Technology 
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13:00-14:30 TUESDAY PARALLEL SESSIONS 

Room 3 SOCIAL MEDIA, COMMUNITY, AND INNOVATION 

 

The Benefits and Challenges of Using Laptops in Primary and Secondary Schools: An Investigation in 
Canadian Schools 

Thierry Karsenti, University of Montreal, Prof. Simon Collin, Faculty of Education, University of Quebec, 
Montreal, Canada 

Overview: The overall objective of this research project was to gain a deeper understanding of the benefits and 
challenges of using laptops in Canadian schools. Stream: Technology in Education 

 

Tweeting Latinidad: Constructing Knowledge with Latin@ Students on Twitter 

Cruz Medina, Rhetoric, Composition, and the Teaching of English, University of Arizona, Tucson, USA 

Overview: This presentation looks at how Latin@ students use Twitter to build knowledge using supportive student 
networks while performing the linguistic difference of code-switching. Stream: Technology in Education 

 

Community through Advertising: Folklore in Slovene Advertisements 

Ba Simona Klaus, Department of Ethnology and Cultural Anthropology Faculty of Arts, University of Ljubljana, 
Ljubljana, Slovenia 

Overview: Folklore and advertising are hugely intertwined processes which shape the everyday way of life in 
Slovene society. Some interesting examples will be discussed. Stream: Technology in Community 

 

The Art of Electronic Public Consultation: Experiences from Quebec, Canada 

Florence Piron, Departement d'information et de communication, Université Laval, Québec, Canada 

Overview: In order to explore the potential of the Internet to improve public consultation processes, four different 
experiences will be discussed, mostly in the domains of health and social affairs. Stream: Technology in 
Community 

Room 4 INFORMATION AND DEVELOPMENT IN INDUSTRY, RESEARCH, AND EDUCATION 

 

How does Information Disclosure Affect the Performance Quality of Competing Hospitals? 

Daesung Jun, Graduate School of Public Administration, Seoul National University, Seoul, South Korea, 
ChanYoung Park 

Overview: This study analyzes the effect of public information disclosure in the field of medical care by using a 
natural experiment. Stream: Human Technologies and Usability 

 

Multi-stakeholder Perspectives Influencing the Policy-Research-Practice Realms 

Komathi Ale, Annenberg School of Communication and Journalism, University of Southern California, Los 
Angeles, USA, Dr. Arul Chib, Wee Kim Wee School of Communication and Information, Nanyang Technological 
University, Singapore, Singapore 

Overview: The paper offers a critical perspective on the multi-stakeholders of ICT projects. It proposes the 
Stakeholder Communication Model, providing a lens to define communication pathways within the policy-research-
practice realms. Stream: Technology in Community 

 

Promise Fulfilled? Synthetic Phonics Intervention in Nigeria One Year On 

Olubusola I. Eshiet, School of Education, Communication and Language Science, Newcastle University, 
Newcastle upon Tyne, UK 

Overview: The immediate results of the implementation of a curricular innovation aided by the use of Jolly Phonics 
Starter Pack, MP3 and CD players in some primary schools in Nigeria. Stream: Human Technologies and Usability 

14:30-14:50 BREAK 
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13:00-14:30 TUESDAY PARALLEL SESSIONS 

Room 3 SOCIAL MEDIA, COMMUNITY, AND INNOVATION 

 

The Benefits and Challenges of Using Laptops in Primary and Secondary Schools: An Investigation in 
Canadian Schools 

Thierry Karsenti, University of Montreal, Prof. Simon Collin, Faculty of Education, University of Quebec, 
Montreal, Canada 

Overview: The overall objective of this research project was to gain a deeper understanding of the benefits and 
challenges of using laptops in Canadian schools. Stream: Technology in Education 

 

Tweeting Latinidad: Constructing Knowledge with Latin@ Students on Twitter 

Cruz Medina, Rhetoric, Composition, and the Teaching of English, University of Arizona, Tucson, USA 

Overview: This presentation looks at how Latin@ students use Twitter to build knowledge using supportive student 
networks while performing the linguistic difference of code-switching. Stream: Technology in Education 

 

Community through Advertising: Folklore in Slovene Advertisements 

Ba Simona Klaus, Department of Ethnology and Cultural Anthropology Faculty of Arts, University of Ljubljana, 
Ljubljana, Slovenia 

Overview: Folklore and advertising are hugely intertwined processes which shape the everyday way of life in 
Slovene society. Some interesting examples will be discussed. Stream: Technology in Community 

 

The Art of Electronic Public Consultation: Experiences from Quebec, Canada 

Florence Piron, Departement d'information et de communication, Université Laval, Québec, Canada 

Overview: In order to explore the potential of the Internet to improve public consultation processes, four different 
experiences will be discussed, mostly in the domains of health and social affairs. Stream: Technology in 
Community 

Room 4 INFORMATION AND DEVELOPMENT IN INDUSTRY, RESEARCH, AND EDUCATION 

 

How does Information Disclosure Affect the Performance Quality of Competing Hospitals? 

Daesung Jun, Graduate School of Public Administration, Seoul National University, Seoul, South Korea, 
ChanYoung Park 

Overview: This study analyzes the effect of public information disclosure in the field of medical care by using a 
natural experiment. Stream: Human Technologies and Usability 

 

Multi-stakeholder Perspectives Influencing the Policy-Research-Practice Realms 

Komathi Ale, Annenberg School of Communication and Journalism, University of Southern California, Los 
Angeles, USA, Dr. Arul Chib, Wee Kim Wee School of Communication and Information, Nanyang Technological 
University, Singapore, Singapore 

Overview: The paper offers a critical perspective on the multi-stakeholders of ICT projects. It proposes the 
Stakeholder Communication Model, providing a lens to define communication pathways within the policy-research-
practice realms. Stream: Technology in Community 

 

Promise Fulfilled? Synthetic Phonics Intervention in Nigeria One Year On 

Olubusola I. Eshiet, School of Education, Communication and Language Science, Newcastle University, 
Newcastle upon Tyne, UK 

Overview: The immediate results of the implementation of a curricular innovation aided by the use of Jolly Phonics 
Starter Pack, MP3 and CD players in some primary schools in Nigeria. Stream: Human Technologies and Usability 

14:30-14:50 BREAK 
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14:50-15:55 TUESDAY PARALLEL SESSIONS 

Room 1 NANOTECHNOLOGY, CELL PHONES AND DIGITAL COMMUNITIES 

 

Community Knowledge and Redistricting: A Case Study on ReDrawCA.org 
John Kim, Lori Thompson, Healthy City, Advancement Project, Los Angeles, USA 
Overview: How mapping can be used to engage communities and ensure they have a seat at the table when 
legislative boundaries are drawn. Stream: Technology in Community 

 

Exploring the Factors Influencing the Adoption of Android Smartphones and Mobile Internet Services 

Dr. Kuo-Lun Hsiao, Department of Information Management, National Taichung Institute of Technology, 
Taichung, Ching-Ting Huang, Institute of Education, National Sun Yat-sen University, Kaohsiung, Taiwan 

Overview: The purpose of this study is to explore the factors influencing users’ intentions to adopt Android 
smartphones and mobile Internet services. Stream: Technology in Community 

 

Can Government Fulfill Its Commitment to Engage the Public about Nanotechnology? 

Dr. Kristen Lyons, School of Social Science, University of Queensland, Brisbane, Dr. James Whelan, School 
of Geography, University of Newcastle, Australia 

Overview: This paper critically examines public engagement activities associated with the expanding 
nanotechnologies industries in Australia, and evaluates their effectiveness in developing sound nanotechnology 
policy, more broadly, science for public good. Stream: Technology in Community 

Room 2 SOCIETAL IMPACTS AND REFLECTIONS 

 

A Portrait of Immigration and Technology 

Prof. Simon Collin, University of Quebec in Montreal, Thierry Karsenti, Faculty of Education, University of 
Montreal, Montreal, Canada 

Overview: The objective of this paper is to draw a portrait of the theme of immigration and technology at the 
scientific and social levels. Stream: Technology in Community 

 

How Did the Japanese Audience View “Born into Brothels”: A Content-analytic Study in Discourses of 
Legal Rights in Documentary Movies 

Assoc. Prof. Yayoi d, Faculty of Arts and Letters, Kyoritsu Women University, Tokyo, Japan 

Overview: This article examines, based on content analysis, strikingly differing views expressed on the weblogs 
of a documentary movie, “Born into Brothels”. Stream: Technology in Community 

 

The Effects of ICT Usages on Interpersonal Networks and Community Engagement 

Shu-Fen Tseng, Graduate Program of Social Informatics, Yuan Ze University, Chung-Li, Taiwan, Meng-Hao Li, 
Department of Public Administration, University of Illinois, Chicago, Wei-Chu Chen, School of Library and 
Information Science, Indiana University, Bloomington, USA 

Overview: This study compares three types of computer-mediated communication personal networks on 
community participation. Stream: Technology in Community 

Room 3 SECOND LIFE IS DEAD: MAKE WAY FOR AN OPENSIM FUTURE 

 

John Rogate, ITS Division, Champlain College, Colchester, USA 

Overview: Second Life, a dying entity, is forcing schools to flock to Open-Simulator, the rapidly growing 
alternative. Virtual Worlds are coming - be prepared and informed. Stream: Technology in Education 

Room 4 

(14:50-
15:20) 

 

PUBLISHING YOUR PAPER OR BOOK WITH COMMON GROUND 

 
Jamie Burns, Commissioning Editor, Common Ground Publishing 

Overview: In this session the Commissioning Editor of The International Journal of Technology, Knowledge and 
Society and the Technology and Society Book Series will present an overview of Common Ground’s publishing 
philosophy and practices. She will also offer tips for turning conference papers into journal articles, present an overview 

of journal publishing procedures, introduce the Technology and Society Book Series, and provide information on 
Common Ground’s book proposal submission process. Please feel free to bring questions—the second half of the 
session will be devoted to Q & A. 

16:00 END OF DAY 
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Wednesday, 18 January 

8:30-9:00 CONFERENCE REGISTRATION DESK OPEN 

9:00-9:35 PLENARY SESSION - Victoria Vesna, University of California, Los Angeles, USA 

9:35-9:55 BREAK 

9:55-11:00 PARALLEL SESSIONS 

Room 1 ONLINE COLLABORATION, E-LEARNING, AND PEER-REVIEW 

 

Technology in a Collaborative Education Environment: Creating Interdisciplinary, Mentored Opportunities 

R. Brent Adams, School of Technology, Brigham Young University, Provo, USA 

Overview: Rapid changes in technology are making it hard to stay topical for educators. However, once certain technologies 
are embraced, interactive, interdisciplinary, collaborative educational opportunities can proliferate dramatically. Stream: 
Technology in Education 

 

Using Online Self and Peer Assessment for Groupwork: Advantages of Web-based Peer Assessment for Individual 
Contributions 

Dr. Ian M. McGregor, School of Management, Darrall Thompson, Faculty of Design, University of Technology, Sydney, 
Sydney, Australia 

Overview: Group learning tasks are widely used, but assessment processes for large classes can counteract the benefits of 
peer learning. The advantages using online peer assessment of groupwork are assessed. Stream: Technology in Education 

 

E-assessment: The Role of Peer and Self-Review Can Play towards Enhancing Student Learning 

Dr. Arianne Jennifer Rourke, The School of Art History and Art Education College of Fine Arts, The University of New South 
Wales, Kathryn Sara Coleman, Learning & Teaching, UNSW, Sydney, Australia 

Overview: This paper discusses the role online peer and self-review plays towards teaching tertiary students how to write a 
research paper and to present utilizing film, an effective tutorial presentation. Stream: Technology in Education 

Room 2 URBAN AND CYBER ARCHITECHTURE 
 
Exploring the Future Nexus of Digital Technologies and Urbanism by Assessing the Past 
Dr. Fatih Rifki, School of Architecture, Montana State University, Bozeman, USA 

Overview: What will the impact of digital technologies be in the near future on the contemporary spatial, social, economic, 
geographical, political, and cultural processes that urbanites are engaged in? Stream: Technology in Community 

 

Nature and Cyberspace 

Prof. Sue Thomas, Institute of Creative Technologies Faculty of Humanities, De Montfort University, Leicester, UK 

Overview: An examination of selected nature-based metaphors used to describe aspects of computers and the Internet. 
Stream: Technology in Community 

Room 3 THE STREAM OF ALL HUMAN CONSCIOUSNESS: LOOKING FOR MR. WRIGHT ...  
AND FINDING HIM ON FACEBOOK 

 
Dr. Mick Charney, Department of Architecture, Kansas State University, Manhattan, USA 

Overview: Otherwise much maligned social networks such as Facebook nevertheless hold great latent pedagogical potential 
when utilized in carefully orchestrated small-class projects that leverage the digital dexterity of “Net Geners.” Stream: 
Technology in Education 

Room 4 TECHNOLOGY’S IMPACT ON GOVERNANCE AND EVOLUTION 
 

IT Governance from an Information Processing Perspective: A Conceptual Framework Proposition 
Saida Harguem, Information Systems Department, Laval University, Quebec City, Canada 

Overview: This article proposes a conceptual framework to study IT Governance from an information processing perspective. 
Stream: Knowledge and Technology 

 

The Answer to Life, the Universe and Everything: Searching for Relationships between Technology, Religion and 
Evolution 

Prof. Charles Harding, Computer and Industrial Technology, Hutchinson Community College, Sterling, USA 

Overview: This is a qualitative analysis of the complex relationships between technology, religion and evolution. It makes the 
case that both technology and religion influenced the development of humans. Stream: Knowledge and Technology 

11:00-11:20 BREAK 
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11:20-12:25 PARALLEL SESSIONS 

Room 1 IWITNESS: HOLOCAUST SURVIVOR/WITNESS TESTIMONY AND 21ST CENTURY LEARNING 

 

Gayle Cole, Shoah Foundation Institute, The University of Southern California, Los Angeles, USA 

Overview: The IWitness online application features 1000+ full-length video testimonies of Holocaust survivors 
and other witnesses, along with curricular tools that address multiple literacies. Stream: Technology in 
Education 

Room 2 EMERGING TEACHING TECHNOLOGY ADOPTION BY TERTIARY INSTITUTIONS:  

WHAT PART DO PERSONAL VALUES PLAY? 

 

Dale John Trott, Lisa K. Bricknell, Dr. Tania Signal, Dr. Karena Burke, School of Health and Human 
Services Faculty of Sciences, Engineering and Health, CQUniversity Australia, Rockhampton, Australia 

Overview: Our focus will be on the effect of personal values on the choice and use of teaching technologies. 
Stream: Technology in Education 

Room 3 INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY AND CLASSROOM IMPACTS (VI) 

 

 

The Burden of Choice: Relevance and Information Technology in the Humanities 

Dr. Simon Ryan, Arts and Sciences, Australian Catholic University, Brisbane, Australia 

Overview: This paper will suggest that in the context of the digital proliferation of information, relevance 
determination becomes a key skill for humanities students. Stream: Technology in Education 

 

Situating Digital Learning within Face-to-Face Collaboration, Multimodality, and Convergent Media 
Ecologies 

Roberto de Roock, Language, Reading, and Culture Department of Teaching, Learning, and Sociocultural 
Studies, University of Arizona, Tucson, USA 

Overview: Research on the convergence of face-to-face collaboration and learning through new digital media 
in a primarily low-income Mexican American 6th grade classroom. Stream: Technology in Education 

Room 4 

(11:20-11:50) 

 

PUBLISHING YOUR PAPER OR BOOK WITH COMMON GROUND 

 
Jamie Burns, Commissioning Editor, Common Ground Publishing 

Overview: In this session the Commissioning Editor of The International Journal of Technology, Knowledge 
and Society and the Technology and Society Book Series will present an overview of Common Ground’s 
publishing philosophy and practices. She will also offer tips for turning conference papers into journal articles, 
present an overview of journal publishing procedures, introduce the Technology and Society Book Series, 
and provide information on Common Ground’s book proposal submission process. Please feel free to bring 
questions—the second half of the session will be devoted to Q & A. 

12:25-13:25 LUNCH and Garden Conversation, featuring Victoria Vesna 

13:25-14:05 TALKING CIRCLES (Streams listed below) 

Room 1 STREAM: Human Technologies and Usability 

Room 2 STREAM: Technology in Community 

Room 3 STREAM: Technology in Education 

Room 4 STREAM: Knowledge and Technology 
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14:10-15:40 PARALLEL SESSIONS 

Room 1 TRADITIONAL MEDIA REPURPOSED THROUGH DIGITAL MEANS 

 

Antecedents and Consequences of Users’ Trust in Peer-Based Recommendation Agents 
Karim Ben Boubaker, Information Systems, Faculte des sciences de l'administration, Quebec City, 
Henri Barki, Department of Information Technologies, HEC Montreal, Canada 
Overview: This paper explores the acceptance and use of peer-based recommendation agents. 
Perceived characteristics of the recommending peer group are hypothesized to influence perceived 
recommendation bias, trust and associated risk. Stream: Human Technologies and Usability 

 

Digital Curation of the Henry O. Nightingale Diaries 

Mary Weppler-Selear, Library, University of California, Merced, USA 

Overview: This presentation details UC Merced Library's digital curation of two diaries written in 1864 
and 1865 by a Union soldier and abolitionist named Henry O. Nightingale. Stream: Technology in 
Community 

 

Digital Literacy: The Next Generation of Consuming Books 

Dr. Kenneth M. Henrie, School of Business, Texas A&M University, Dr. Christian Gilde, Business and 
Technology Department, University of Montana Western, Dillon, Prof. Sal Veas, Business, Santa 
Monica College, USA 

Overview: E-books (e.g. electronic textbooks) are being used extensively at several college campuses 
in the US. Do students perceive that e-books enhance their learning experience, or detract from it? 
Stream: Human Technologies and Usability 

 

When Is a Library: Technological Change and the Obsolescence of Place in Information-Seeking 
Behavior 

Stewart Baker, University Library, California State University, Dominguez Hills, Carson, USA 

Overview: This article presents a summary of Library Science literature to show the effects of remote 
access on library users' research habits and on research libraries themselves. Stream: Technology in 
Education 

Room 2 KNOWLEDGE AND TECHNOLOGY: EPISTOMOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVES (II) 

 

The Gordian Knott and the Invisible Hand 

Simon Downs, School of Art and Design, Loughborough University, Loughborough, UK 

Overview: The paper makes a case for visual culture to be read as a Complex Adaptive System. 
Stream: Knowledge and Technology 

 

The Essence of Technology, the Nature of Religion 
Seyed Hassan Hosseini, Department of Philosophy of Science, Sharif University of Technology, 
Tehran, Iran (Islamic Republic of) Overview: The Essence of Technology, the Nature of Religion - 
Compatibility or Incompatibility. Stream: Technology in Community 

 

Processing Knowledge: On the Transdisciplinary Nature of Digital Architecture 

Prof. Aaron Sprecher, Faculty of Engineering School of Architecture, McGill University, Montreal, 
Canada, Prof. Chandler Ahrens, School of Architecture, Woodbury University, USA 

Overview: This paper examines the nature of transdisciplinarity in the field of architecture, providing a 
critical analysis on the convergence of knowledge and collaboration among researchers in the arts and 
sciences. Stream: Knowledge and Technology 
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14:10-15:40 WEDNESDAY PARALLEL SESSIONS 

Room 3 INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY AND CLASSROOM IMPACTS (VII) 

 

Online or Face to Face? Instructional Strategies for Improving Learning Outcomes in e-Learning 

Dr. Anahit Ter-Stepanian, Art Department, Southern Connecticut State University, New Haven, USA 

Overview: The author describes approaches that she has developed, experimented with and found to be 
effective in asynchronous online art history courses. Stream: Technology in Education 

 

Rethinking Online Teaching and Learning: A Case Study of an Approach to Designing an Online 
Learning Environment 

Lisa K. Bricknell, School of Health and Human Services Faculty of Sciences, Engineering and Health, 
CQUniversity Australia, Nona Muldoon, Office of Learning and Teaching, Central Queensland University, 
Rockhampton, Australia 

Overview: This paper describes a case study illustrating the effective use of learning theories and 
pedagogical principles in the design of an online learning environment. Stream: Technology in Education 

 

Innovative Technology Solutions for Library Services in Post-secondary Distance Education 
Programs 

Dr. Jade G. Winn, Education and Social Work Libraries, University of Southern California, Los Angeles, USA 

Overview: The USC Libraries have developed an array of technological solutions to ensure that distance 
graduate students have knowledge of techno-information literacy skills and access to library resources 
regardless of location. Stream: Technology in Education 

 

Developmental Education across the Curriculum: Building a Bridge to Best Practices 

Dr. Carol Smith, English, Journalism, and Humanities, Mesa Community College, Professor James 
Lembo, Sean Arteaga, Math, Anna McWhirter, Reading, Mesa Community College (MCC), Mesa, USA 

Overview: This paper will report on a work in progress, a proposed online community of practice arising out of 
our recent participation in Maricopa Community College’s Summer Institute on Developmental Education. 
Stream: Technology in Community 

Room 4 ISSUES IN TECHNOLOGY 

 

Are Stereotypes Relative to Gender Usage Applicable to Virtual Worlds? 
Dr. Gilok Choi, School of Information and Library Science, Pratt Institute, New York, Dr. Hyewon Chung, 
Department of Psychology, John Jay College, City University of New York, USA 
Overview: This study looked at gender differences in Virtual Worlds and found that female users are a driving 
force behind the recent success of online communities.  

Stream: Technology in Community 

 

Diamond Law Library Printers’ Marks 
Katherine Pradt, Graduate Student, School of Information and Library Science, Pratt Institute, New York, 
USA, Emily Fairey, School of Information and Library Science, Pratt Institute  

Overview: In order to increase access to and knowledge of printers’ marks, a digital library has been built with 
open source software. Stream: Knowledge and Technology (ADDED 13 JAN) 

 
Accessibility of IT to the Common Man - Tele Projectin Karnataka: Nemadi Kendra 

Aiahannakurgal Venkataiah, University of Mysore, Karnataka, India, Dr. Mahadevi Aiahnna, 
Karnataka State Open University, India 

Overview: Tele center is a state government project of Karnataka state where the various administrative 
services are provided at the doorsteps of rural people trough the Nemadi Kendra. 

Stream: Technology in Community 

15:45-16:15 CLOSING SESSION - Phillip Kalantzis-Cope, Common Ground Publishing, USA 

18:30-21:30 CONFERENCE TOUR – LOS ANGELES AT NIGHT (Tickets and Information Available at Registration 
Desk) 
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ABOUT COMMON GROUND 
MISSION:  Common Ground Publishing aims to enable all people to participate in creating collaborative knowledge and to share 
that knowledge with the greater world. Through our academic conferences, peer-reviewed journals and books, and innovative 
software, we build transformative knowledge communities and provide platforms for meaningful interactions across diverse media.  
 
PHILOSOPHY: Common Ground is committed to building dynamic knowledge communities that meet regularly in face-to-face 
interaction, connect in a virtual community of web spaces, blogs and newsfeeds, and publish in fully refereed academic journals. In 
this way, we are bringing to the fore our commitment to explore new ways of making and disseminating academic knowledge. We 
believe that the Internet promises a revolution in the means of production and distribution of knowledge, a promise, as of yet, only 
partially realized. This is why we are working to expand social and technical frontiers in the production of text, so that academic 
publishing gains the immediacy, speed and accessibility of the web whilst nevertheless maintaining—and we would hope 
enhancing—the intellectual standards of legacy peer refereed journals. To support these kinds of emerging knowledge communities, 
Common Ground continues to have an ambitious research and development agenda, creating cutting edge ‘social web’ 
technologies and exploring new relationships of knowledge validation. 
 
CONNECTING THE GLOBAL WITH THE LOCAL:  Common Ground conferences connect with different host universities and local 
communities each year, seeking fresh perspectives on questions of global concern. In recent years, we have worked with a wide 
range of educational institutions including (to list just a few): Beijing Normal University; The Australian National University; The 
University of London; The Institute for Pedagogical Sciences, Cuba; University of California, Los Angeles; The University of 
Cambridge, UK; The University of Carthage, Tunisia; Columbia University, New York; Singapore Management University; McGill 
University, Montreal; The University of Edinburgh, Scotland; and New York University in New York City. At conference sites, we 
bring the global to the local—academics, researchers and practitioners from around the world gather to discuss conference topics. 
At the same time, we also bring the local to the global, as local academics and community leaders speak from the perspective of 
local knowledge and experience. For links to each our twenty-four knowledge communities, visit 
www.commongroundpublishing.com. 
 

TECHNOLOGY CONFERENCE KNOWLEDGE COMMUNITY 
At a time when knowledge communities are being redefined and disciplinary boundaries challenged, Common Ground aims to 
develop innovative spaces for knowledge creation and sharing. Through our conferences, journals and online presence we attempt 
to mix traditional face-to-face interaction with new ‘social web’ technologies. This is a part of our attempt to develop new modes of 
deliberation and new media for the dissemination of ideas. Common Ground is founded upon and driven by an ambitious research 
and knowledge design agenda, aiming to contest and disrupt closed and top-down systems of knowledge formation. We seek to 
merge physical and online communities in a way that brings out the strengths in both worlds. Common Ground and our partners 
endeavour to engage in the tensions and possibilities of this transformative moment. We provide three core ways in which we aim to 
foster this community: 
 
Present: You have already made the first step and are in attendance. We hope this conference provides a valuable source of 
feedback for your current work and the possible seeds for future individual and collaborative projects. We hope your session is the 
start of a conversation that continues on past the last day of the conference. 
 
Publish: We also encourage you to publish your paper in The International Journal of Technology, Knowledge and Society. In this 
way, you may share the finished outcome of your presentation with other participants and members of the Technology Conference. 
You also have access to the complete works of The International Journal of Technology, Knowledge and Society in which the 
published work of participants from the conference who submitted papers may be found. 
 
Engage with the Community Online: Each conference presenter is provided a personal CGPublisher website with public and private 
spaces where you are able to post your photo, biography, and CV; make links to other sites of personal interest; and create a space 
where collaborators may be invited to access and comment on your works-in-progress. In addition, you can contribute to the online 
community via our blog, email newsletter and social networking sites. 

 The Blog and links to other social networking sites can be found at http://techandsoc.com/ideas/. 

 Email Newsletters: Please send suggested links for news items with a subject line ‘Email Newsletter Suggestion’ to 
support@techandsoc.com. The email newsletter will be sent to all conference participants.  

 Facebook: Find us on Facebook at: https://www.facebook.com/pages/Technology-Knowledge-Society/119564541396695 

 Twitter: You can now follow the Technology Conference Community on Twitter: @techandsoc 

 YouTube Channel: View online presentations at http://techandsoc.com/wp-content/plugins/youtube-
uploader/action.php?action=list. Create your own YouTube presentation with a link to your session description on the conference 
website, and (if your paper is accepted to the journal), a link to the abstract of your paper on the journal website. See instructions 
at http://techandsoc.com/conference-2012/online-presentations/. 

TECHNOLOGY CONFERENCE FUTURE DIRECTIONS 
We encourage anyone interested in hosting the Technology and Society Conference, or who has ideas for locations and themes for 
upcoming conferences, to discuss these possibilities with members of Common Ground, either at the conference or via email at 
support@techandsoc.com. We feel it is of critical importance that the trajectory and movement of the community emerges from the 
community itself.  
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ABOUT THE CONFERENCE 

SCOPE AND CONCERNS 
The International Conference on Technology, Knowledge and Society, The International Journal of Technology, Knowledge and 
Society, and the Technology and Society Book Series and News Weblog create a forum for discussion and a place for the 
publication of innovative theories and practices relating technology to society. 

The conference and its associated publication venues are cross-disciplinary in their scope, meeting points for technologists with a 
concern for the social and social scientists with a concern for the technological. The focus is primarily, but not exclusively, on 
information and communications technologies. 

Equally interested in the mechanics of social technologies and the social impact of technologies, the Technology, Knowledge and 
Society community is guided by the ideals of an open society, where technology is used to address human needs and serve 
community interests. These concerns are grounded in the values of creativity, innovation, access, equity and personal and 
community autonomy. In this space, commercial and community interests at times complement each other; at other times they 
appear to be at odds. The conference and publications examine the nature of the new technologies, their connection with 
community, their use as tools for learning, and their place in a ‘knowledge society’. 

TECHNOLOGIES 
Over the past quarter century, digital technologies have become signature change agents in all aspects of our domestic, working 
and public lives. Whether it is our awareness of the world through the media, formal or informal learning, shopping, banking, 
travelling or communicating, digital technologies are everywhere. The hardware is getting less expensive relative to the power of the 
technology. Meanwhile, a battle is being fought in the domain of intellectual property between software that is proprietary and 
sometimes closed, and software that is open and sometimes free. 

How do we understand and evaluate the workings of these technologies? To answer this question we need to recruit the disciplines 
of computer science, software engineering, communications systems and applied linguistics. We need to develop and apply the 
conceptual tools of cybernetics, informatics, systemics and the theory of distributed networks. And how do we understand their 
effects? Here we may consider the impact of the new media, intelligent systems or human-machine interfaces. 

COMMUNITIES 
The earlier information and communications technologies of modernity centralized power, knowledge and culture. They were built 
with heavy plant and physical infrastructure — the printing presses, the transmission stations and the transport and distribution 
systems that only the larger corporation or the state could afford. They were centralized, driven by economies of (large) scale and 
dominated on a day-to-day basis by those with economic resources, political power and elite cultural networks. 

The new digital technologies are free or cheap, instantaneous and global. They are decentralized and distributed. And so, it is 
argued that they open out and provide broader access to the means of production and communication of meaning. They are the 
bases for an electronic democracy, participatory design and communities of practice. They allow a myriad of cultures, interests and 
knowledge communities to flourish. Or at, least, this is one interpretation. In bleaker views, they add a digital divide to older historical 
cleavages of inequality; they daze us into passivity; they place our every movement under surveillance; they enforce a sedentary 
compliance. 

LEARNERS 
There is little doubt that ‘e-learning’ is destined to become a larger part of the experience of learning at school, in universities, on the 
job, at home — indeed, lifelong and lifewide learning. Technology is now a central concern of education, not only from the point of 
view of preparing students for a world of work where networked computers are pervasive, but also from the point of view of 
community participation and citizenship. Learners who are excluded from the new information spaces, will clearly be economically, 
socially and culturally disadvantaged. 

At its best, e-learning is a refreshingly new medium with a pedagogically new message. However, as the critics of e-learning rightly 
point out, much of what passes for e-learning is lock step, mechanical and individualized (one user/one screen), reflecting and 
reproducing pedagogies that are best dubious and at worst regressive. On the other hand, a more optimistic view notes the capacity 
of the new information and communication technologies to transform learning relationships. Instead of being the recipients of 
transmitted knowledge (syllabuses, textbooks, ‘information’ resources), institutions of learning might become places where teachers 
and learners develop knowledge banks, and where traditional classrooms, dominated by teacher talk, are replaced by open learning 
in which groups of students work autonomously and collaboratively on knowledge projects within a structured ‘content management’ 
environment. 
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KNOWLEDGE 
The world is moving into a phase that is widely, and perhaps too glibly at times, referred to as a ‘knowledge economy’ or ‘knowledge 
society’. Information and communications technologies, and their human effects, play a central part in this development. 

These digital technologies allow new, bottom-up structures of knowledge to emerge, building from the collaborative endeavors of 
knowledge creating communities — in, for instance, workplaces, schools and associations of common interest. In each case, they 
provide the means by which personal knowledge may be shared and transformed into common knowledge. From being receptors of 
knowledge, persons, organizations and communities become makers and publishers of knowledge, reversing at least in part the 
fundamental epistemic flows of modernity and replacing this with a new ‘dialogics’ of knowledge. 

The Technology and Society Conference, Journal, Book Series and News Weblog provide a forum for discussion of the connections 
between technology and society. The perspectives presented range from big picture analyses which address global and universal 
concerns, to detailed case studies which speak of localized social applications of technology. Conference presentations and 
publications traverse a broad terrain, sometimes technically and other times socially oriented, sometimes theoretical and other times 
practical in their perspective, and sometimes reflecting dispassionate analysis while at other times suggesting interested strategies 
for action. 

STREAMS 

 Human Technologies and Usability 

 Technology in Community 

 Technology in Education 

 Knowledge and Technology 
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THEMES 

 
THEME 1: TECHNOLOGIES FOR HUMAN USE 

 Technology, knowledge and society: re-examining the connections. 

 Human-technology interaction, interfaces and useability. 

 Cybernetics, informatics, systemics and distributed networks. 

 New media, new communications channels: broadcasting, to narrowcasting, to pointcasting. 

 Open computing: the theory and practice of open source and free software. 

 Creative Commons. 

 Copyright and digital rights management. 

 Proprietary software and its human influences. 

 Data and metadata: meanings, boundaries, functions. 

 Open standards and the logistics of communicability and interoperability. 

 Structure and semantics in information. 

 The Semantic Web. 

 Markup languages, new markup practices, new literacies. 

 Wireless and mobile information and communications technologies. 

 Multilingualism, Unicode and machine translation. 

 Artificial intelligence, intelligent systems, intelligent agents. 
 
    THEME 2: TECHNOLOGIES FOR PARTICIPATORY CITIZENSHIP 

 Technology, participation, access and equity. 

 Technology in capacity development. 

 Digital development: bridging the digital divide. 

 E-government, e-democracy and cyber-civics. 

 Participatory systems. 

 The politics of information. 

 Globalisation and technology. 

 Multilingualism and cultural diversity in the digital age. 

 Technological meets social transformation. 

 Technical and social systems of sustainability. 

 The wild world of the Web: regulation and its discontents. 
 
    THEME 3: TECHNOLOGIES FOR AUTONOMOUS COMMUNITIES 

 Communities of practice and knowledge-creating communities. 

 Virtual communities. 

 Communities as publishers. 

 Communities as networks: the dynamics of collaboration and community building. 

 Information architectures: scaffolds for autonomy or restrictive straight-jackets? 

 Multi-channel publishing. 

 E-books and alternative reading devices. 

 Digital print, variable print and print-on-demand. 

 Digital repositories, archives and libraries. 

 Disability and access. 

 Differences of sensibility and access: gender, language, culture. 

 Cyber-identities. 

 Creative sources: the technologies of art and the arts of technology. 

 Cyber-ethics and cyber-law. 
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   THEME 4: TECHNOLOGIES FOR NEW LEARNING 

 Learning by design: curriculum and instruction in the era of networked computing. 

 Edutainment: gaming as pedagogy. 

 Perception, cognition and interactivity. 

 Children of the digital era: learning styles and the challenges of engagement. 

 Interactive and collaborative learning. 

 Digital meanings, multimodal communications and multiliteracies. 

 Lifelong and lifewide learning. 

 E-learning on the job and in work-related training. 

 Organisational learning and the learning organisation. 

 Formal and informal learning. 

 Help menus and user-guides: website and software-integrated learning. 

 The virtual university. 

 E-humanities and e-social sciences. 

 E-learning in the professions. 
 
    THEME 5: TECHNOLOGIES FOR COMMON KNOWLEDGE 

 Technology in the service of the ‘knowledge society’. 

 Data, information, knowledge, wisdom: re-examining core concepts. 

 Knowledge management: nurturing personal and common knowledge. 

 Information systems and people in organisations. 

 Research infrastructures. 

 Participatory design. 

 Intellectual property: approaches digital rights management. 

 Creative Commons and commercial realities: what are the economic conditions for knowledge and innovation? 

 E-commerce, open markets and open knowledge: contradictions or complementarities? 

 Technologies of security and terror. 

 Collaborations: from personal to interpersonal computing. 
 
    THEME 6: TECHNOLOGIES FOR DEVELOPMENT 

 Information and communications technologies and development. 

 ICTs: how the poor will benefit. 

 Situating ICTs in development policies and strategies. 

 Global interactions: technologies, development and globalisation. 

 Globalisation, technology and social transformations. 
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SESSION DESCRIPTIONS  

SESSION GUIDELINES 

CHAIRING OF PARALLEL SESSIONS 
Common Ground usually provides graduate students to chair all of the parallel sessions. If you wish, you are welcome to chair your 
own session, or provide your own chair or facilitator for your session. The chair's role is to introduce the presenter and keep the 
presentation within the time limit. 
  
PROGRAM CHANGES 
Please see the notice board near the conference registration desk for any changes to the printed program (e.g., session additions, 
deletions, time changes, etc.). If a presenter has not arrived at a session within 5 minutes of the scheduled start time, we 
recommend that participants join another session. Please inform the registration desk of ‘no-shows’ whenever possible. 

SESSION TYPES  

PLENARY 
Plenary sessions, by some of the world’s leading thinkers, are 45 minutes in length. As a general rule, there are no questions or 
discussion during these sessions. Instead, plenary speakers answer questions and participate in discussions during their Garden 
Sessions (see below). 
 
GARDEN SESSIONS 
Garden Sessions are unstructured 60-minute sessions that allow delegates a chance to meet plenary speakers and talk with them 
informally about the issues arising from their presentation. When the venue and weather allow, we try to arrange for a circle of 
chairs to be placed outdoors. 
 
PAPER PRESENTATIONS IN THEMED SESSIONS  
Paper presentations are grouped by general themes or topics into Themed Sessions. Each presenter in the session makes a formal 
fifteen-minute presentation of their work; Q&A and group discussion follow after all have presented. Each presenter's formal, written 
paper will be available to participants if accepted to the journal.  
 
WORKSHOP  
Sixty-minute workshop sessions involve extensive interaction between presenters and participants around an idea or hands-on 
experience of a practice. These sessions may also take the form of a crafted panel, staged conversation, dialogue or debate – all 
involving substantial interaction with the audience. A single article (jointly authored, if appropriate) may be submitted to the journal 
based on a workshop session. 
 
COLLOQUIM  
Ninety-minute colloquium sessions consist of five or more short presentations with audience interaction. A single article or multiple 
articles may be submitted to the journal based on the content of a colloquium session. 
 
VIRTUAL PRESENTATION 
Virtual presentations are papers submitted without the participant attending the conference in person, but are eligible to be refereed 
and published (if accepted) in the journal. A virtual presentation allows participants to join the conference community in the following 
ways: 

 The conference proposal will be listed in the Session Descriptions of the conference.  

 Acceptance of a conference proposal for a virtual participant is based on the same criteria as that for an attending 
participant. 

 The full paper may be submitted to the journal. 

 The journal paper submission will be refereed against the same criteria as attending participants. If accepted, the paper will 
be published in the same volume as conference participants from the same year.  

 Online access to all papers published in the journal from the time of registration until one year after the conference end 
date. 

 
TALKING CIRCLES 
Talking circles are meetings of minds, often around points of difference or difficulty. They are common in indigenous cultures. The 
inherent tension of these meetings is balanced by protocols of listening and respect for varied viewpoints. From this, rather than 
criticism and confrontation, productive possibilities may emerge. 
 

The Purpose of Talking Circles in this Conference 
The purpose of the Talking Circles is to give shape to a conference that is wide-ranging in its scope and broad-minded in its 
interests. They also give people an opportunity to interact around the key ideas of the conference away from the formalities of the 
plenary, paper, workshop and colloquium sessions. They are places for the cross-fertilisation of ideas, where cycles of conversation 
are begun, and relationships and networks formed.  
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Talking Circles are not designed to force consensus or even to strive towards commonality. Their intention is, in the first instance, to 
find a common ground of shared meanings and experiences in which differences are recognised and respected. Their outcome is 
not closure in the form of answers, but an openness that points in the direction of pertinent questions. The group finally identifies 
axes of uncertainty that then feed into the themes for the conference of the following year. 
 

How Do They Work? 
The Talking Circles meet for two 45-minute sessions during the conference, and the outcomes of each Talking Circle are reported 
back to the whole conference in the closing plenary session. They are grouped around each of the conference streams and focus on 
the specific areas of interest represented by each stream. Following is the Talking Circles outline that is currently in use, but we 
welcome feedback and suggestions for improvement from participants.  
Talking Circle 1 (45 minutes): Who Are We? What is our common ground?  
Talking Circle 2 (45 minutes): What is to be done?  
Closing Plenary: Talking Circles report back.  
 

It is important to note that each Talking Circle may be organised in any way that members of the group agree is appropriate. They 
may be informal and discursive, or structured and task-oriented. Each Talking Circle group has a facilitator. 
 

The Role of the Facilitator 
The facilitator must be comfortable with the process of thinking 'out of the square' and also embracing multiple and diverse 
scenarios. The process is one of creating a kind of collective intelligence around the stream. The facilitator should shape a 
conversation that is open to possibilities and new lines of inquiry or action; they should embody a spirit of openness to new 
knowledge rather than the closure of advocacy. The facilitator is required to keep a record of the main discussion points.  These 
points need to be summarised for the closing plenary session at the conference. 
 

Possible Session Contents - Suggestions to Assist Facilitators 
Talking Circle 1 (45 minutes): Who are we? 
Orientation: members of the group briefly introduce themselves.  
What could be the narrative flow of the Talking Circle sessions?  
What could be the outcomes of the work of this group and its contribution to the closing plenary session, the Journal and the 
Conference as a whole (including the themes for next year's conference)?  
Assessing the landscape, mapping the territory: What is the scope of our stream? Do we want to rename it?  
What are the burning issues, the key questions for this stream?  
What are the forces or drivers that will affect us as professionals, thinkers, citizens, and aware and concerned people whose focus 
is this particular stream?  
Where could we be, say, ten years hence? Scenario 1: optimism of the will; Scenario 2: pessimism of the intellect. 
 

Talking Circle 2 (45 minutes): What is to be done? 
What are our differences?  
The setting: present and imminent shocks, crises, problems, dilemmas - what are they and what is the range of responses?  
What are the cleavages, the points of dissonance and conflict?  
What are the dimensions of our differences (1)? Politics, society, economics, culture, technology, environment.  
What are the dimensions of our differences (2)? Persons, organisations, communities, nations, the global order. 
 

What is our common ground?  
Where are the moments of productive diversity?  
What are the bases for collaboration (1)? Politics, society, economics, culture, technology, environment.  
What are the bases for collaboration (2)? Persons, organisations, communities, nations, the global order.  
Alternative futures: outline several alternative scenarios. 
What are the forces that drive in the direction of, or mitigate against, each scenario? 
 

 
What is to be done? 
What's been coming up in the parallel sessions in this stream since the last Talking Circle?  
What is the emerging view of the future?  
Can we foresee, let alone predict alternative futures?  
Looking back a decade hence, what might be decisive or seminal in the present?  
Scenarios: can we create images of possibility and agendas for robust alternative futures?  
Directions: conventional and unconventional wisdoms?  
Strategies: resilience in the face of the inevitable or creative adaptation?  
What could be done: review the scenarios developed in Talking Circle 1. 
Axes of uncertainty: working towards the right questions even when there's no certainty about the answers. 
 

Closing Session:  Conference Host reports to the Closing Session based on summaries provided by each Talking Circle.  
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THE INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF 
TECHNOLOGY, KNOWLEDGE AND SOCIETY 
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ABOUT THE JOURNAL 

The International Journal of Technology, Knowledge and Society creates a place for the publication of innovative theories and 
practices relating technology to society. It is cross-disciplinary in its scope and provides a meeting point for technologists with a 
concern for the social and social scientists with a concern for the technological. The focus is primarily, but not exclusively, on 
information and communications technologies. 

Equally interested in the mechanics of social technologies and the social impact of technologies, the Journal is guided by the ideals 
of an open society, where technology is used to address human needs and serve community interests. These concerns are 
grounded in the values of creativity, innovation, access, equity and personal and community autonomy. In this space, commercial 
and community interests at times complement each other; at other times they appear to be at loggerheads. The Journal will examine 
the nature of the new technologies, their connection with community, their use as tools for learning, and their place in a ‘knowledge 
society.’ 

The perspectives presented range from big picture analyses that address global and universal concerns, to detailed case studies 
that speak of localized social applications of technology. The papers traverse a broad terrain, sometimes technically and other times 
socially oriented, sometimes theoretical and other times practical in their perspective, and sometimes reflecting dispassionate 
analysis whilst at other times suggesting interested strategies for action. 

EDITORS 
Bill Cope, University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign, USA 
 

OPEN PEER REVIEW 

The International Journal of Technology, Knowledge and Society is a fully peer reviewed scholarly journal, one of twenty-four 
academic journals published by Common Ground. Common Ground’s approach to peer review is open and inclusive. Instead of 
being dominated by the exclusive academic hierarchies represented by many traditional editors and their networks, Common 
Ground journals build lateral knowledge communities. Our referee process is criterion-referenced, and referees are selected on the 
basis of subject matter and disciplinary expertise. Ranking is based on clearly articulated criteria. The result is a refereeing process 
that is scrupulously fair in its assessments. At the same time, the process offers a carefully structured and constructive contribution 
to the shape of the published paper. 

 

INTELLECTUAL EXCELLENCE 

The result of our peer review process is a publishing method that is without prejudice to institutional affiliation, stage in career, 
national origins, or disciplinary perspective. If the paper is excellent, and has been systematically and independently assessed as 
such, it will be published. This is why Common Ground journals have such a vast amount of exciting new material. Much of the 
content originates from well-known research institutions, but a considerable amount of material comes from brilliantly insightful and 
innovative academics in lesser-known institutions in the developing world, emerging researchers, people working in hard-to-classify 
interdisciplinary spaces, and researchers in liberal arts colleges and teaching universities. In recognition of the highest levels of 
excellence, an international prize is awarded annually for the top-ranked paper in each journal. 

 

ACCESSIBILITY 

Common Ground is developing a low-cost commercial approach to academic publishing. We believe there are limitations in both the 
high-cost commercial publishing and the seemingly no-cost open access publishing models. This is why we are seeking to find a 
practical middle way between the idealism of open access and the inefficiencies and greed of which the big journal publishers are 
increasingly accused. The idealism of open access often creates new problems, leaving academics in the often less-than-happy role 
of amateur publisher. And ironically, open access journals and repositories sometimes give insider networks even greater control 
over what gets published than was traditionally the case with the big commercial publishers. 
 
Common Ground journals are highly accessible on the web. They are not hidden behind subscription walls. Every article has its own 
page; and every author has their own self-maintainable website, which includes any articles and books they have published with 
Common Ground, a blog, and places to paste their bionote, photo and CV. We have modest tiered subscription charges for libraries 
and a small per-article charge for electronic access by non-subscribers. Conference participants are granted free electronic access 
to the corresponding journal for a year. Our journals are also available in hardcover print editions and through EBSCO. 
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JOURNAL AWARD 

 
The Technology Journal will present an annual International Award for Excellence in the area of technology, knowledge and society. 
All papers submitted for publication in the Technology and Society Journal are entered into consideration for this award. The review 
committee for the award is the International Advisory Board for the Journal and the Conference, who will select the winning paper 
from the ten highest-ranked papers emerging from the referee process and according to the selection criteria outlined in the referee 
guidelines. The winning author will be invited to be one of the main speakers at the next annual Technology and Society 
Conference, where they will be formally presented with their award. They will also receive a free conference registration. 
 
This year’s award winner is: John Branstetter  
 
For the paper: “The (Broken) Promise of Digital Democracy: An Early Assessment” 
 
Abstract: The empirical data are just beginning to emerge about how the internet is actually being utilized for political means. With 
the answers to some of the descriptive questions becoming available, it is now also possible to begin addressing its normative 
impact. The question now is whether the internet’s use as a new medium for political discourse actually measures up to the hopes of 
those who argue that it has the potential to improve political discourse and democratic politics. In other words, although the internet 
certainly makes better politics possible, is it actually being used in a way that meets the normative expectations currently being 
placed on it? To answer this question, it is necessary to have some normative standard to appeal to. In this case, Habermas’ 
concept of discourse ethics and his contribution to the theories of deliberative democracy are a fruitful foundation from which to 
build. After clarifying how Habermas’ concepts can provide a standard for evaluation and considering some of the recent empirical 
literature, I conclude that based on the current evidence, much of the political discourse on the internet is not consistent with 
Habermas’ notion of ideal speech. Because of this, I argue that the idea that the internet is providing a qualitatively better form of 
political discourse is difficult to sustain. 
 
 

SUBSCRIPTION INFORMATION 

 
Website: http://TechandSoc.com/Journal/ 
Publisher: Common Ground - www.CommonGroundPublishing.com  
ISSN: 1832-3669 
Frequency: 6 issues per volume 
 
EDITORS 
Bill Cope, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, USA  
 
INSTITUTIONAL SUBSCRIPTION 
Information on library subscriptions may be found at http://techandsoc.com/journal/subscribe/. 
 
COMPLIMENTARY SUBSCRIPTION 
As part of the conference registration, participants are provided with a complimentary electronic subscription to all full-text papers 
published in The International Journal of Technology, Knowledge and Society. The duration of this access period is from the time of 
registration until one year after the end date of the Technology and Society Conference. To view articles, go to 
http://techandsoc.com/journal/publications/. Select the “Login” option and provide a CGPublisher username and password. Then, 
select an article and download the PDF. For lost or forgotten login details, select “forgot your login” to request a new password. 
 
LIBRARY RECOMMENDATION FORM 
If you wish to recommend the journal to your library, we have library recommendation forms at the Registration Desk. They are also 
available for download at http://techandsoc.com/journal/subscribe/#LR. 
 
CONTACT  
If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact us at journals@techandsoc.com. 
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SUBMISSION INFORMATION 

 
Registration for the Technology and Society Conference allows participants the opportunity to publish inThe International Journal of 
Technology, Knowledge and Society. Presenters may submit their papers up to one month after the conference. Submitted papers 
will be fully refereed. The publication decision will be based on the referees’ reports. To submit, at least one author of each paper 
must be registered to attend the conference (to a maximum of one paper per registered author). 
 

General Requirements: 

 We only accept text files or files in .doc format (such as from Microsoft Word or OpenOffice). We do not accept PDF 
submissions or .docx files. 

 Papers should be approximately 2,000-5,000 words in length. They should be written as continuous expository narrative in 
a chapter or article style – not as lists of points or a PowerPoint presentation. 

 Please remember that the papers are to be published in a fully refereed academic journal. This means that the style and 
structure of your text should be relatively formal. For instance, you should not submit a verbatim transcript of your oral 
presentation, such as, “Today I want to speak to you about …” 

 Paper submissions must contain no more than 30% of textual material published in other places by the same author or 
authors, and these other places must be acknowledged and cited; in other words, the remaining 70% of the paper must be 
unique and original to your current submission. 

 Authors must ensure the accuracy of citations, quotations, diagrams, tables and maps. 

 You may use any recognized scholarly referencing style you choose, as long as you use it consistently and to the 
appropriate standards. 

 Spelling can vary according to national usage, but should be internally consistent. 

 Papers should be thoroughly checked and proofread before submission, both by the author and a critical editorial friend – 
after you have submitted your paper you are unable to make any changes to it during the refereeing process. 

 Papers will be assessed by referees against ten criteria – or fewer if some criteria do not apply to a particular kind of paper 
(see the Peer Review Process). 

 

Illustration/Electronic Artwork Guidelines:  

 Figures and images must be clear and easy to view. Common Ground cannot improve the quality of images.  

 Figures and tables need to be placed where they are to appear in the text. If preferred, you may also place images and 
tables at the end of your paper.  

 Please refrain from using Word Drawing objects. Instead use images imported from a drawing program. Word Drawing 
objects will not be rendered in the typeset version.  

 

Keyword Guidelines:  
Keywords are extremely important in search engine rankings. To achieve better exposure for your paper, please make sure your 
keywords are clear and accurate.  
 

Resubmission Policy:  
If your paper has been rejected, we will allow a maximum of TWO further resubmissions until TWO months prior to the anticipated 
publication date.  
 

How to submit a paper: 
For information on how to submit a paper, please visit http://techandsoc.com/journal/publish-your-paper/. 
 

The publication process is as follows: 

 When we receive a paper, it is verified against template and submission requirements. If there are any problems, authors 
will be asked to resubmit the paper. 

 The paper will be prepared and matched to two appropriate referees. When a paper has been submitted to the referees, 
authors will receive an email notification. Additionally, authors may be asked to referee up to 3 papers. 

 When the referee reports are uploaded, authors will be notified by email and provided with a link to view the reports (after 
the referees' identities have been removed). 

 If a paper is accepted, we will confirm conference registration before sending a Publishing Agreement. 

 Authors will then be asked to accept the Publishing Agreement and submit the final paper. 

 Papers will be typeset and proofs made available for final approval before publication in the journal’s online bookstore as 
well as in individual author Creator Sites. 

 
The final date for submission of papers to the Journal (for one way blind refereeing) is 18 February 2012 – one month after 
the close of the conference. 
 

Papers are published continuously in the online bookstore. Authors may view the status of their paper at any time by logging into 
their CGPublisher account at www.CGPublisher.com. 
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OTHER JOURNALS PUBLISHED BY COMMON GROUND 

Aging and Society: An Interdisciplinary Journal provides an international forum for the discussion of a rapidly growing segment of 
the population, in developed countries as well as in developing countries. Contributions range from broad theoretical and global 
policy explorations to detailed studies of the specific physiological, health, economic, and social dynamics of aging in today’s global 
society. 
Website: www.AgingandSociety.com/Journal 
 
The International Journal of the Arts in Society aims to create an intellectual frame of reference for the arts, and to create an 
interdisciplinary conversation on the role of the arts in society. This peer-reviewed journal is intended as a place for critical 
engagement and examination of ideas that connect the arts to their contexts in the world. 
Website: www.Arts-Journal.com 
 
The International Journal of the Book provides a forum for publishing professionals, librarians, researchers, authors, retailers, and 
educators to discuss that iconic artifact, the book—and to consider its past, present, and future. Discussions range from the 
reflective to the highly practical, with an eye towards new practices of writing, publishing, and reading. 
Website: www.Book-Journal.com 
 
The International Journal of Climate Change: Impacts and Responses seeks to create an interdisciplinary forum for discussion of 
evidence of climate change, its causes, its ecosystemic impacts, and its human impacts. This peer-reviewed journal also explores 
technological, policy, strategic and social responses to climate change. 
Website: www.Climate-Journal.com 
 
The International Journal of the Constructed Environment publishes broad-ranging and interdisciplinary articles on human 
configurations of the environment and the interactions between the constructed, social and natural environments. This peer-
reviewed journal brings together researchers, teachers, architects, designers, and others interested in how we interact with our 
environment. 
Website: www.ConstructedEnvironment.com/Journal 
 
Design Principles and Practices: An International Journal is a site of discussion exploring the meaning and purpose of “design” and 
the use of designed artifacts. This peer-reviewed journal examines transdiciplinary conversations between the theoretical and the 
empirical, the pragmatic and the idealistic. 
Website: www.Design-Journal.com 
 
The International Journal of Diversity in Organizations, Communities and Nations allows educators, professionals, and anyone 
interested in the mediation of cultural difference and diversity to empirically and strategically discuss globalization, identity and social 
group formation. This peer-reviewed journal reflects the business of negotiating diversity in organizations and communities. 
Website: www.Diversity-Journal.com 
 
Food Studies: An Interdisciplinary Journal provides an interdisciplinary forum for the discussion of agricultural, environmental, 
nutritional, health, social, economic and cultural perspectives on food. Contributions range from broad theoretical and global policy 
explorations, to detailed studies of specific human-physiological, nutritional and social dynamics of food. 
Website: www.Food-Studies.com/Journal/ 
 
The Global Studies Journal is devoted to mapping and interpreting new trends and patterns in globalization. This peer-reviewed 
journal attempts to do this from many points of view and from many locations in the world, working between empirical and general 
modes of engagement with one of the central phenomena of our contemporary existence. 
Website: www.GlobalStudiesJournal.com 
 
The International Journal of Health, Wellness and Society addresses a number of interdisciplinary health topics, including: 
physiology, kinesiology, psychology, health sciences, public health, and other areas of interest. This peer-reviewed journal is 
relevant to anyone working in the health sciences, or researchers interested in exploring the intersections between health and 
society. 
Website: www.HealthandSociety.com/Journal 
 
The International Journal of the Humanities provides a space for dialogue and publication of new knowledge which builds on the 
past traditions of the humanities whilst setting a renewed agenda for their future. The humanities are a domain of learning, reflection 
and action, and a place of dialogue between and across epistemologies, perspectives and content areas. It is in these unsettling 
places that the humanities might be able to unburden modern knowledge systems of their restrictive narrowness. 
Website: www.TheHumanities.com/Journal/ 
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The International Journal of the Image interrogates the nature of the image and the functions of image-making. This peer-reviewed, 
cross-disciplinary journal brings together researchers, practitioners, and teachers from areas of interest including: architecture, art, 
cultural studies, design, education, history, linguistics, media studies, philosophy, religious studies, semiotics, and more. 
Website: www.OntheImage.com/Journal 
 
The International Journal of Learning sets out to foster inquiry, invite dialogue and build a body of knowledge on the nature and 
future of learning. This peer-reviewed journal provides a forum for any person with an interest in, and concern for, education at any 
of its levels and in any of its forms, from early childhood to higher education and lifelong learning. 
Website: www.Learning-Journal.com 
 
The International Journal of Knowledge, Culture and Change Management examines the nature of the organization in all its forms 
and manifestations. Across a variety of contexts, a pragmatic focus persists—to examine the organization and management of 
groups of people collaborating to productive ends, and to analyze what makes for success and sustainability. 
Website: www.Management-Journal.com  
 
The International Journal of the Inclusive Museum asks: In this time of fundamental social change, what is the role of the museum, 
both as a creature of that change, and as an agent of change? This peer-reviewed journal brings together academics, curators, 
researchers, and administrators to discuss the character and future of the museum. 
Website: www.Museum-Journal.com 
 
The International Journal of Religion and Spirituality in Society aims to create an intellectual frame of reference for the academic 
study of religion, and to create interdisciplinary conversations on the role of religion and spirituality in society. This peer-reviewed 
journal seeks to critically examine ideas that connect religious philosophies to their contexts throughout history. 
Website: www.Religion-Journal.com 
 
The International Journal of Science in Society provides an interdisciplinary forum to discuss the past, present, and future of the 
sciences and their relationships to society. This peer-reviewed journal examines broad theoretical, philosophical and policy 
explorations and detailed case studies of particular intellectual and practical activities at the intersection of science and society. 
Website: www.Science-Society.com/Journal 
 
The International Journal of Interdisciplinary Social Sciences aims to examine the nature of disciplinary practices and the 
interdisciplinary practices that arise in the context of ‘real world’ applications. This rigorously peer-reviewed journal also interrogates 
what constitutes ‘science’ in a social context, and the connections between the social and other sciences. 
Website: www.SocialSciences-Journal.com 
 
Spaces and Flows: An International Journal of Urban and ExtraUrban Studies addresses some of the most pressing and perturbing 
social, cultural, economic and environmental questions of our time. This peer-reviewed journal focuses on spaces of production, 
consumption, and living, and flows of people, goods, and information as crucibles and vectors of ongoing transformation. 
Website: www.SpacesandFlows.com/Journal 
 
The International Journal of Sport and Society provides a forum for wide-ranging and interdisciplinary examination of sport. This 
peer-reviewed journal examines the history, sociology, and psychology of sport; sports medicine and health; physical and health 
education; and sports administration and management. Discussions range from broad conceptualizations to highly specific readings. 
Website: www.SportandSociety.com/Journal 
 
The International Journal of Environmental, Cultural, Economic and Social Sustainability creates a place for the publication of 
papers presenting innovative theories and practices of sustainability. This peer-reviewed journal is cross-disciplinary in its scope, a 
meeting point for natural and social scientists, researchers and practitioners, professionals and community representatives. 
Website: www.Sustainability-Journal.com  
 
Ubiquitous Learning: An International Journal sets out to define an emerging field. Ubiquitous Learning is a new educational 
paradigm made possible in part by the affordances of digital media. Our changing learning needs can be served by ubiquitous 
computing. This peer-reviewed journal investigates the affordances for learning through digital media, in school, and throughout 
everyday life. 
Website: www.Ubi-Learn.com/Journal 
 
The Journal of the World Universities Forum seeks to explore the meaning and purpose of the academy in times of striking social 
transformation. This peer-reviewed journal brings together university administrators, teachers and researchers to discuss the 
prospects of the academy and to exemplify or imagine ways in which the university can take a leading and constructive role. 
Website: www.Universities-Journal.com 
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SUBMIT YOUR BOOK PROPOSAL 

Common Ground is setting new standards of rigorous academic knowledge creation and scholarly publication. Unlike other 
publishers, we’re not interested in the size of potential markets or competition from other books. We’re only interested in the 
intellectual quality of the work. If a book is a brilliant contribution to a specialist area of knowledge that only serves a small 
intellectual community, we still want to publish it. If it is expansive and has a broad appeal, we want to publish it too, but only if it is 
of the highest intellectual quality. 
 
 

TYPE OF BOOKS 

Each conference and journal community has an accompanying book series. We welcome proposals or completed manuscript 
submissions of: 
 

 Individually and jointly authored books 

 Out of print works with new scholarly introductions 

 Edited collections addressing a clear, intellectually challenging theme 

 Collections of papers published in The International Journal of Technology, Knowledge and Society 
 
Editorial selection can occur after the conference; or a group of authors may first wish to organize a colloquium at the conference to 
test the ideas in this broader intellectual context. 
 
 

PROPOSAL GUIDELINES 

Books should be between 30,000 and 150,000 words in length. They are published simultaneously in print and electronic formats. 
To publish a book, please send us a proposal including: 
 

 Title 

 Author(s)/editor(s) 

 Back-cover blurb 

 Table of contents 

 Author bionote(s) 

 Intended audience and significance of contribution 

 Sample chapters or complete manuscript 

 Manuscript submission date 
 
Proposals can be submitted by email to books@commongroundpublishing.com. Please note the book series that you are submitting 
to in the subject line. 
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RECENT BOOKS PUBLISHED BY COMMON GROUND 

Limited quantities will be available for purchase at the Opening Reception and Book Launch, as well as the Registration 
Desk. These and other books are available at http://techandsoc.com/books/. 
 

Join us for the launch of: 
 

 
Monday, 16 January 2012 
5:30 – 6:00 pm 
 

 

 
Uprising: The Internet’s Unintended Consequences 
Marcus Breen 
 

The Internet has transformed social relations that were once managed by the powers that be. 
As a rapidly maturing communications technology, the Internet has brought people together 
even while it has reinforced privatism. The desktop computer, the laptop, the cellular and 
mobile phone, the Global Positioning System, the pilotless drone aircraft, video games and 
government documents courtesy of Wikileaks, all are connected on the network of networks. 
Together these converged elements of a global socio-technical system offer wonderful 
possibilities for human emancipation, even while those ideas collide with established ideas of 
civility and decency.  
 

Utilizing a transdisciplinary approach, Uprising examines the way transgressive knowledge 
circulates in places and spaces where communication regulation has been removed. In doing 
so, the book offers a new approach to proletarianization. 
 

Purchase your copy at the conference or place your order on-line 
by 31 January 2012 and receive a $10 discount off the cover price. 

 
 

 
The Fate of the Scientific Discourse in the Information Society 
Stanislaw Bigirimana 
 

The hegemony of the scientific discourse was based on the discipline of the medieval 
synthesis. The progress of Newton’s physics and the decrease of the power and the influence 
of the Church prompted this decline. Therefore, revelation, tradition and (religious) authority 
were no longer suitable foundations of knowledge. Genuine knowledge, in the scientific era, 
was to be founded on human reason and proved through observation, reasoning and 
experimentation. Through a mixture of Newtonianism, Darwinism and positivism, scientific 
principles and methods were applied to human affairs. However, the fate of the scientific 
discourse is uncertain for two reasons. First, there is an increasing awareness that some 
assumptions of science are applicable to only a small portion of the universe. Moreover, 
human interaction enhances aspects of purpose, value and meaning that cannot be 
investigated and formulated in physical terms. 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
Pedagogy Leads Technology: Online Learning and Teaching in Higher 
Education: New Technologies, New Pedagogies 
Arianne Rourke and Kathryn Coleman (eds) 

This book highlights research and practice where pedagogy effectively utilises as well as leads 
the technology in teaching, learning and assessment in higher education. The examples 
provided, not only highlight how teaching practice can become research, an important focus 
for 21st century academics, but also provides exemplary case studies and theoretical 
perspectives on the importance of a student-centred approach to adopting technology for 
teaching and learning.  

 

This book presents leading research from around the world, grouped into the following four 
themes: 

1. Interactive Technologies for Learning 
2. Learning through Online Communities 
3. Online Collaborative Learning 
4. Reflecting on Reflective Practice 
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2012 TECHNOLOGY CONFERENCE EVALUATION FORM 

 
We appreciate you taking the time to complete this evaluation form. Your feedback will assist us in planning future conferences. 
Please also include comments with specific feedback relating to each of the questions.  
 
This evaluation can also be found at http://www.surveymonkey.com/s/T5ZZB53. 
 
1. How did you find out about the Technology Conference?   

 Web search 

 Email 

 Printed brochure or poster 

 A colleague 

 Other 

If “Other,” how? ___________________ 

 
 
2. How relevant do you consider the focus of the conference to be in its themes, scope and concerns? 
 
Please rate on a scale of 1 to 5, where 1 is least relevant and 5 is most relevant (Circle one) 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
 
Comments: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3. How would you rate the general standard of the program content and the various kinds of presentation sessions during 
the conference?  
 
1 2 3 4 5 
 
Comments: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4. How would you rank your online experience, including the conference website, the call for papers, the online 
registration forms and the paper submission processes? 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
 
Comments: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
5. How have you experienced our communications before and during the conference? 

1 2 3 4 5 
 
Comments: 
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6.  Where would you like to see this conference held in the future and why? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
7. Do you feel that the location and venue of this year’s conference was relevant? 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
 
Comments: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
8. What did you feel were the high points of the conference?    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
9.  What is your overall assessment of the conference? 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
 
Comments: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
10. Please suggest any changes or improvements you would like us to make at future conferences  
 
Comments: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
OPTIONAL: 

Name: 
Address: 
Email: 

Thank you for completing this evaluation form as it will help us with our conference planning in the future.  
 

PLEASE LEAVE THIS FORM AT THE CONFERENCE REGISTRATION DESK,  
OR MAIL, FAX OR SCAN/EMAIL TO: 

Common Ground Publishing 

University of Illinois Research Park 
2001 South First St., Ste 202 
Champaign, IL  61820 USA 

Fax: +1-217-328-0435 


